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The Institute of Management Services is the primary body in the 
UK concerned with the promotion, practice and development of 
the range of methodologies and techniques for the improvement 
of productivity and quality, known collectively as ‘Management 
Services’. This embraces the disciplines of industrial engineering, 
work study, organisation and methods, systems analysis, and a 
wide range of management information and control techniques as 
illustrated in our Body of Knowledge.

The Institute acts as the qualifying body for the Management 
Services profession in the UK, focusing developments in practice 
and knowledge and acting as a forum for information exchange. 
This in turn enables our members who work under a variety of job 
titles across the whole of the UK economy, to make a more effective 
contribution to the wellbeing of their own organisation and to the 
nation’s economy as a whole.

In addition to creating and upholding professional standards for the 
practice of management services through the adoption of a code of 
ethics and the provision of a system of qualifying examinations, the 
Institute of Management Services collaborates with national and 
international professional bodies in similar fields.

The Institute is a member of, or represented on, a number of other 
bodies including the World Confederation of Productivity Science, 
the European Federation of Productivity Services, and the European 
Institute of Industrial Engineers.
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In the last Chairman’s column, my theme centred around 
the phrase ‘where there’s a will, there’s a way’ and I cited 
three examples. The first was the development of the COVID 

vaccines in 10 months as opposed to 10 years; the second, the 
Brexit trade talks and the resultant agreement between the UK 
and EU at the 11th hour; and the third, which was a bit closer 
to home, the commitment by a handful of Council members to 
undertake the Institute’s admin work, after our Administrative 
Manager left in March 2020.

My theme in this column is ‘participation plus involvement 
equals commitment’ or, as it is sometimes referred, P+I=C. 
The premise is, that if you encourage people to participate 
and get involved in the process, then they are more likely 
to be committed to the outcome. It also helps in terms of 
‘transparency’, a word which is perhaps slightly over used today, 
and ‘trust’ in both the process and the outcome. 

However, keeping people involved and participating can be 
time consuming and time may not always be on our side when 
it comes to decision-making. As pointed out by Dr Michael Parry, 
Chair of Infectious Diseases at Stamford Health, in respect of the 
Coronavirus, “Amid a global pandemic, time is a luxury the world 
cannot afford”. 

Nevertheless, where possible, keeping people involved and 
participating in the process is always desirable. As mentioned, it 
helps to build up trust, which is essential in business life and life 
in general. Where such trust is established, and decisions have to 
be made in situations which are time critical, then the acceptance 
of such decisions is much more likely.

I found it interesting that during the Brexit negotiations trust 
seemed to be in short supply. This lack of trust became more 
evident latterly, with the roll-out of the COVID vaccines and the 
problems of supply and demand. Unfortunately, the EU, rather 
than having a co-ordinated approach, seemed to be fragmented, 
with each country fighting its own corner. All sorts of accusations 
were made, reflecting a general lack of trust in the process and, 
in particular, the UK’s role. 

Of course, politicians from every country were under pressure 
to provide solutions. It is interesting to note that one of the most 
successful countries in rolling out the vaccines has been Israel. 
Initially, Israeli politicians considered making the vaccination 
programme mandatory, but this was rejected in favour of 
communicating the benefits of the vaccine and taking the 

general public with them. As a result, and with the commitment 
of the people to the vaccine roll-out, it has become one of the 
most successful countries in the world in combating the virus. An 
example of P+I=C!

At the IMS, we are also advocates of P+I=C and are always 
keen for members to participate and get involved in the running 
of the Institute. We welcome ideas and suggestions on how the 
service can be improved and made better. Through our Journal, 
the newsletters and the Institute’s website, we try to keep 
members informed as much as possible on what is happening in 
the profession and, although during the last 15 months, we have 
had to concentrate on operational issues, as we emerge from the 
lockdown, our emphasis will be on strategy and how we develop 
the Institute over the next few years to exploit the opportunities 
that will undoubtedly arise. Part of that development has been to 
update the IMS Certificate to reflect changes in the marketplace 
(See, Exciting Developments, page 6).

Demand for IMS training is already picking up, with the 
Institute’s training provider experiencing a significant upsurge in 
enquiries. This demand is not only from organisations within the 
UK but also from abroad – some from as far away as West Africa. 
As organisations emerge from the pandemic they will be keen to 
improve their productivity, especially to pay back the debts many 
have accrued over the last 15 months. Countries will also look to 
improve their productivity to redress the deficits that have built 
up during the same period. So the future for the profession is 
bright!

Demand for IMS training is 
already picking up, with the 
Institute’s training provider 
experiencing a significant 
upsurge in inquiries.

Dr Andrew Muir 
Chairman

Engagement 
Will be Key to 
UK Recovery
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Tribute to 
The Duke of 
Edinburgh
On a much more sombre note, I would like to take 

this opportunity if I may, and pay a personal tribute 
to the passing of HRH the Duke of Edinburgh. I first 

met Prince Philip in 1976 at the opening of the Lochgelly 
Cultural Centre in Fife when I was Principal MSO with the 
Regional Council. The second time I met him was in 1999, at a 
reception at the House of Lords where he was presented with 
an Honorary Fellowship of the Institute – he even wore his 
Institute tie on that occasion! 

He was also Patron of the 11th World Productivity Congress 
held in Edinburgh that same year and in the opening 
paragraph of his foreword to the Congress he said, “It was 
a great honour to be invited to be Patron of the 11th World 
Productivity Congress. Since I have been associated with the 
Institute of Management Services, under this and previous 
titles, I was delighted to accept, particularly as the Congress 
is to be held in Edinburgh”.

Prince Philip was a great supporter of the Institute over 
many years and of course a past President. He was also a 
great human being and will be sadly missed.

Dr Andrew Muir 
Chairman

News 
Flash

The IMS Certificate is now going 
to be the IMS Productivity Analyst 
qualification and IMS Productivity 
Analyst is the new name for the IMS 
Certificate. Discover the benefits for 
you as a productivity professional 
by reading the news on page 6.
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Exciting 
Developments
Exciting developments for the IMS 
Certificate as it becomes the IMS 
Productivity Analyst qualification.

For 40 years the Institute has been offering a professional 
qualification known simply as the ‘IMS Certificate’. It has 
attracted thousands of people from all business sectors in 

the UK and across the world.
Studying for this qualification requires a significant 

commitment. It takes four weeks of full-time study and learning 
the practical application of measurement techniques such as 
Time Study or the MOST® technique. Over the years, the IMS 
Certificate has been acknowledged as the industry standard for 
those who are serious about improving productivity.

In May 2021 the ‘IMS Certificate’ was re-named. It will now be 
known as the IMS Productivity Analyst. 

It is felt that this new name will illustrate more clearly that 
the course content is focused on improving productivity. Also, 
that the new name will make the qualification more relevant, 
substantial and attractive to all business sectors and individuals.

“The IMS Productivity Analyst will continue 
to be the industry standard for productivity 
professionals and an international 
qualification that is held in high regard 
across all sectors” said Institute Chairman, 
Dr Andrew Muir. “It is vital that as a 
professional body the Institute stays relevant 
and up to date. We need to show we are a 
vital component in the quest for improved 
productivity in all corners of the world. Our 
four week course continues to be much 
sought after and we trust that this re-naming 
of the qualification will endorse our ambition and deliver our claim 
that we help people to achieve ‘excellence through people and 
productivity’,” he said. “The new name will help better convey 
the amount of intensive study that is needed for the syllabus and 
afford increased credibility and standing in the professional world.”

Those who have already qualified with the IMS Certificate 
will not be affected in any way by this. There will naturally be 
a transitional period as people adjust to the new name of the 
qualification. 

The Course Content 
The content of the IMS Productivity Analyst course remains 
effectively the same as that which was included in the IMS 
Certificate, so current holders of the IMS Certificate need not 

be concerned. It will still be a four week course that consists of 
Modules 1, 2, 3 and 4, each taking five days. Each of the four 
modules is subject to continuous instructor assessment and has 
an examination.

Scott-Grant Limited is the principal approved training provider 
of the Institute of Management Services. Based in Manchester, 
they run open course modules frequently throughout the year. 
They also deliver many in-company courses.

They have been working with the Institute to re-brand the 
course and are also able to announce an additional and third 
option for Module 2, measuring work using activity sampling. 
You can read more about all the Module 2 options further down 
this page.

Module 1 stays as Productivity Foundation. Module 3 stays as 
Improving Methods and Processes. Module 4 stays as Developing 
a Lean environment.

A Further Development
Module 2 has also for many years, offered an option to achieve 
a qualification in the original work measurement technique 
of Time Study. This technique is principally used for the 

measurement of repetitive work, 
usually with a single subject studied. 
In other words, work that follows a 
defined pattern and method. 

Having attended Module 1 followed 
by this Module 2a, successful delegates 
would be awarded the IMS Time 
Study Practical qualification. Now, 
the Institute is pleased to announce a 
further development for Module 2. 

For over 20 years, the training 
provider, Scott-Grant, has offered the 

MOST® technique as an alternative to Time Study. (PADS was also 
an option but is used by fewer industry sectors nowadays.) MOST® 
is the work measurement technique that gives you the ability to 
measure any human work that has a defined method – ideal for 
creating accurate time data in virtually every business sector.

Launched to coincide with the re-naming of the overall 
qualification, is a third option of measuring work using Activity 
Sampling. This is a technique with a number of formats in 
which observations are made over a period of time of one or 
several people, machine(s) or process(es). It is suited to many 
industry sectors where multiple objects are being measured – 
people, equipment, processes, external factors etc. This may 
be in construction, service, commercial, banking, public sector, 
management or supervisory roles.

IMS Productivity 
Analyst – the new 
name for the IMS 
Certificate.
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IMS Measurement Practitioner
All three Module 2 options, taken after Module 1, will award a 
qualification of ‘IMS Measurement Practitioner’ in either Time 
Study, the MOST® technique or Activity Sampling. This new 
IMS qualification supersedes and replaces the originally named 
IMS Time Study Practical (TSP) for Module 2a. This is simply a 
name change that updates, streamlines and standardises the 
awarding of the equivalent of a ‘TSP’ external qualification 
after each of the three Module 2 options.

“The name ‘Time Study Practical’ or TSP, has been on our 
lips for so many years and has served us well”, said David 
Blanchflower, Institute Treasurer, “and it may take us all a little 
while to adjust to the new names. The decision to re-name 
Module 2 to become IMS Measurement Practitioner simply 
standardises and broadens our offering to those wishing to 
study with us. Not everyone wants to study for the full four 
week course. Now, after studying just the first two Modules, 
successful delegates can achieve a certificate showing they 
have qualified as an IMS Measurement Practitioner in the work 
measurement technique they have chosen.”

Richard Taylor, Managing Director of the Institute’s principal 
training provider, Scott-Grant Ltd said, “We welcome the 
changes to the qualification for productivity professionals. 
The self explanatory name of IMS Productivity Analyst is a 
more fitting title for those who have studied for four intensive 
weeks. It has a certain gravitas, but more importantly, it is 
more recognisable as a productivity qualification in all business 
sectors throughout the world. Successful delegates will receive 
a formal Institute certificate of course, as will those who are 
successful as IMS Measurement Practitioners in a) Time Study or, 
b) the MOST® technique or c) Activity Sampling. All delegates 
and their employers will be fully informed of the changes.” 

“It is worth pointing out that anyone who has already passed 

Module 1 and 2a or 2b, could attend the new one week course 
for Activity Sampling as a supplementary course, in the same 
way as people often come back to us to learn MOST® if they’ve 
already taken the Time Study option,” Richard added.

IMS Measurement Practitioner – the new 
name for success in Modules 1 and 2 
Simon Tate, the Institute’s Chair of Education is very positive 
about these changes. “The new name of our qualification will 
be more readily understood by people and businesses. We are 
confident that the qualification will continue to be an industry 
standard for anyone wishing to study productivity and become 
a qualified professional.” And IMS Council member Ian Bromley 
agreed, adding, “The three options for work measurement 
in Module 2 reflect the variety of techniques appropriate 
in different industries and circumstances. People who have 
already qualified in Time Study might like to study one or both 
other alternatives to add to their knowledge, and prepare 
themselves for developments in their career or organisation. 
We all need to embrace new opportunities and help businesses 
plan for the future.”

Institute President Colin Coulson-Thomas was keen to 
endorse the exciting developments, “A growing number of 
organisations in many sectors are facing a combination of 
challenges and opportunities that are requiring them to do 
things differently. The Modules of the Institute’s Measurement 
Practitioner and Productivity Analyst qualifications represent 
flexible, practical and cost-effective stepping stones to the skills 
needed for the measurement and analysis of each stage of 
transition and transformation journeys.”

If readers have any queries about these changes, please send an 
email to productivity@scott-grant.co.uk or call +44 (0)161 234 2121.

IMS Productivity Analyst

Module 2a
using Time Study

Module 2b
using MOST®

Module 2c
using Activity 

Sampling

Module 1 Module 3 Module 4

Module 1
Productivity 
Foundation

Module 2
Measurement 
Practitioner

Module 3
Improving Methods 

and Processes

Module 4
Developing a Lean 

Environment
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Obituary

HRH The Duke of 
Edinburgh, Fellow 
of the Institute of 
Management Services ©
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It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the death of 
HRH The Duke of Edinburgh on 9 April 2021. During his 
long life, Prince Philip made a major contribution to British 

life and his loss will be felt by many people and organisations 
including our own, as he was an Honorary Fellow of the 
Institute of Management Services.

The Institute of Management Services is honoured that His 
Royal Highness had such a long association with our Institute. 
At a special ceremony held in the Cholmondeley Terrace at 
the House of Lords on 24 November 1999, the Duke formally 
became an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Management 
Services.

His Royal Highness first became associated with the Institute 
when, in 1972, he agreed to become our President, a position 
he held until 1976. In accepting the role of Institute President, 
he stated, “I stood for election because I believe that the aims 
and purposes of the Institute are extremely valuable to any 
organisation which hopes to be truly efficient. Anything which 
can save people wasting their time has my whole-hearted 
support.”

The first formal presidential duty of His Royal Highness was 
to preside at the Institute’s 1972 National Conference held on 
29 November at London’s Hilton Hotel, with 450 delegates in 
attendance. 

In October 1999, His Royal Highness continued his 
involvement with the Institute by agreeing to be Patron of the 
11th World Productivity Congress. This is the biennial event of 
the World Confederation of Productivity Sciences, and was held 
in Edinburgh, 3-6 October.

In his foreword to the conference, Prince Philip said, “It was 
a great honour to be invited to be Patron of the 11th World 
Productivity Congress. Since I have been associated with the 
Institute of Management Services, under this and previous 
titles, I was delighted to accept, particularly as the Congress is 
to be held in Edinburgh.

“It has always been evident that higher productivity benefits 
both employers and employees, but it will only be achieved as 
part of a wider package of efficient working practices, good 
working conditions and active collaboration across the whole 
spectrum of a company’s activities.

“I am quite sure that the co-hosts, Edinburgh City Council, 
Napier University and Lothian and Edinburgh Enterprises, will 
provide a very warm welcome for all the delegates. I am also 
certain that the organisation of the Congress by the Institute 
of Management Services, will provide ample opportunities for 
every aspect of the interests of members to be fully discussed. I 
have no doubt that the working sessions will be most valuable, 
but it is always during periods out of working hours when 
personal contacts are formed. Everything possible has been 
done to ensure that the Congress is a success and I hope you 
will enjoy it.”

It is perhaps appropriate as we look back over the life of the 
IMS Fellow and Past President, HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 
and his involvement with the Institute of Management 
Services, that we also review the life of this remarkable man 
who has had such an impact on our society and achieved so 
much for the good of Britain.

He was born at ‘Mon Repos’, on the island of Corfu in 1921. 
He renounced his Greek royal title in 1947 and became a 

naturalised British subject following service in the Royal Navy.
The Duke was head boy at Gordonstoun School and excelled 

at sports and physical activities. He was in active service in the 
Royal Navy throughout the World War II and is also a qualified 
pilot.

Prior to his retirement from public duties in 2017, The Duke 
had completed 22,219 solo engagements since 1952.

Although he was a Privy Counsellor, he had no constitutional 
role. He was a member of the House of Lords but never 
spoke there due to his proximity to the Queen, who remains 
politically neutral.

Staunch Supporter of UK Industry
Science and technology were always of major interest and 
Prince Philip had been associated with the Industrial Society 
founded in 1918, now the Work Foundation. He visited 
research stations, laboratories and every kind of workplace 
in the UK, to see the practical effects of scientific research in 
society, and to learn about industry. He was always keen to 
promote the development of such professions in a constructive 
way.

In 1976, for example, as President of the Council of 
Engineering Institutions, he initiated the Fellowship of 
Engineering. This is now the Royal Academy of Engineering, 
which promotes engineering excellence and education.

The Duke of Edinburgh enjoyed painting in oils, which 
he described as “an absorbing challenge, for which he had 
nothing like enough time”.

The Duke was the first member of the Royal Family to be 
interviewed on television. This took place in May 1961 when he 
was interviewed by Richard Dimbleby.

Sport has always been a passion of his. As well as sailing, he 
played cricket and took part regularly in polo until 1971. In 
his mid-80s, The Duke continued to compete in ‘four in hand’ 
carriage driving with his team of fell ponies. In the past, he has 
represented Britain in European and World Championships.

© PA/Alamy Stock Photo
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Developing Leaders
The Duke was the founder of the Commonwealth Study 
Conference. Held every six years since 1956, the conference 
examines the human aspects of industrial issues in 
Commonwealth Nations, with the aim of developing industrial 
and business leaders of high quality. 

The first Commonwealth Study Conference was convened in 
Oxford. It initiated a new process of dialogue between people 
who are likely to have company responsibilities across the 
whole spectrum of industry and commerce, on the subject of 
their relationships with the process of democratic management 
of communities. 

The principal purpose of the conference is to broaden the 
perspective of potential leaders in management, trade unions 
and public administration, so that their decisions are based on 
a practical understanding of the influence of industries and 
commercial enterprises on the general welfare of the civic 
entity. The principle of learning by observing and discussion 
was established from the inception, and every opportunity 
is provided for opinions and assessments to be debated, and 
talking with people from different backgrounds and with 
different perceptions.

The challenges of new technology, instant communications 
and global movement, as well as the changing aspirations 
of communities, have to be faced by people in positions of 
responsibility. The intention of the conference is to expose the 
participants to new experiences, new arguments and different 
perspectives, so that the quality and relevance of their 
decisions is improved.

Helping the Youngsters
Since The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award scheme began, 
thousands of young people have gained the highest award.  
His Royal Highness personally presented the ‘Gold’ Award.

Of the 75 medals and awards associated with The Duke 

of Edinburgh, the most unusual is the ‘Silver Wink’ award. 
Students at the University of Cambridge challenged Prince 
Philip to a ‘tiddlywinks’ match in 1958. The Duke appointed 
the ‘Goons’ – the radio comedy group including Peter Sellers 
and Spike Milligan – as his Royal Champions. The ‘Silver Wink’ 
has been awarded by The Duke since 1961 to the winner of the 
inter-university tiddlywinks competition.

During his lifetime, The Duke was Patron or President 
of around 800 organisations, of which the Institute of 
Management Services was one. 

Perhaps the other most significant activity in our relationship 
with HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, was hosting a reception in 
November 1999 at the House of Lords, to bestow on him the 
Honorary Fellowship of the Institute of Management Services.

An invited audience of representatives from within the 
Institute’s regional, branch and specialist group structure, 
along with several past chairmen, heard Prince Philip refer to 
the many name changes the Institute had been through in its 
history, including the name at the time of his Presidency, ’The 
Institute of Practitioners in Work Study and Organisation and 
Methods’. He stated that he had to have oversized business 
cards to be able to fit in the name. More than 100 delegates 
attended, and the Duke made sure that he spoke to every 
person there. It was an evening to treasure.

The Institute of Management Services has indeed been 
honoured to have had the Duke of Edinburgh as our President 
and an Honorary Fellow, and we have benefited greatly from 
his wisdom and sound guidance.

The Institute sends sincere wishes and condolences to the 
Queen and all the Royal Family, as we all share in the loss of 
Prince Philip, a great man who did so much for the Britain and 
its people. May Prince Philip rest in peace.

© Dan Kitwood/Alamy Stock Photo
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Book Reviews
Title: High-Impact Tools for Teams
Author: Stefano Mastrogiacomo, Alex Osterwalder
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (2021)
ISBN- 10: 1119602386
Pages: 336 

The authors’ 
knowledge and 
enthusiasm 

shines throughout 
the book which is 
enhanced by the 
innovative design and 
illustrations by  
Alan Smith. 

Most organisations 
today, are aware 
of how dependent 
they are on teams to accelerate innovation and to react to 
unforeseen disruptive events, such as the current pandemic 
and similar events that impact upon the wellbeing of the 
organisation. Just by establishing a team success is not 
guaranteed, as often the team will get bogged down, not have 
sufficient resources or the right team members to effectively 
address the problems they face. Often teams lack the innovative 
skills required to produce innovative and cost-effective solutions.

The book is written in such a way that it shows how a team 
can thrive by using simple and easily understood practices that 
work. In reading the book and applying the guidance given, 
the team will be on the path to full participation and progress 
towards effective solutions.

Research indicates that over 50% of workers consider that 
communication is their teams’ biggest obstacle to success.  
High-Impact Tools for Teams explains a simple, powerful tool 
that helps team leaders and members align and get clarity on 
exactly who is responsible for each part of the team’s most 
important activities and projects. The tool is complemented 
by four trust add-ons that help teams build trust and increase 
psychological safety, so every member can be effective and 
confident.

With the guidance contained in High-Impact Tools for Teams, 
you can be better prepared as a team leader or team member to 
plan effectively, reduce risks, and collaborate with others. Your 
team will be accountable and ready to deliver results!

This is a book that will provide the knowledge and skill sets 
needed for a team to be effective and result in the completion 
of more successful projects that serve to increase the efficiency 
and productivity of the organisation.

Title: Everyday People, Extraordinary Leadership 
Author: James M Kouzes, Barry Z Posner
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons (2021) 
ISBN-10: 1119687012
Pages: 220

This book is a must-read 
for anyone who wants 
to strengthen their 

leadership capacity and is not 
written for those who already 
have titles or management 
positions. It is primarily 
written for frontline workers 
and anyone not holding a 
management position in the 
organisation.

Grounded in evidence-
based research that is paired 
with real-world examples, the 
book provides five exemplary 
practices that the reader can use 
to guide them on their leadership journey. It inspires us to do 
the inner work of leadership and invest in self-development, and 
teaches us how to excel at everyday leadership through visionary 
thinking, risk-taking, and collaborative actions.

In reading this book, you will learn that leadership is 
something all levels of employees in the organisation can make 
a positive contribution to. Leadership is not restricted to those 
with managerial and senior positions in the organisation but is 
also the responsibility of all employees. You will recognise the 
essential importance of discovering who you are and what you 
care about, and how these insights will guide you to exercise 
leadership. 

Each of the five chapters related to the leadership practices 
starts with a story of an ordinary individual who held a junior 
position within their organisation. These stories of ordinary 
people doing extraordinary things, highlight the principles 
and practices of leadership. The stories highlight leadership 
examples, but the chapters go more in-depth into the practical 
application of the principle’s theory.

This book is perfect for anyone who wants to improve 
their own leadership potential and who is not yet in a formal 
leadership role. Everyday People, Extraordinary Leadership 
offers authoritative new insights, case studies and examples, and 
practical guidance for those who want to make a difference. It 
supplies the reader with the skills needed to show leadership 
and in so doing make a positive contribution to their employing 
organisation.
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Productivity News

When the COVID pandemic recedes, managers cannot 
expect office life to be as it was. But they can create a 
new work world that will keep employees happy and 

productive, say Harvard Business School faculty members.
A year ago, COVID-19 forced many companies to send 

employees home and home working became the norm – often 
with a laptop and a prayer. Now, with COVID cases subsiding 
and vaccinations rising, the prospect of returning to old office 
routines appears more possible. But will employees want to flock 
back to buildings even when it is safe again? Should companies 
do away with Zoom and return the workplace to its pre-COVID 
ways? The simple answer is No.

At least that is not the future of work envisioned by of the 
Harvard Business School faculty – all of whom had to move last 
March to teaching and researching at a distance from the Boston 
campus. They say the workplace as we used to know it, quite 
frankly, is dead. Not only is remote work considered the norm 
to employees, but the pandemic has challenged conventional 
thinking about work in other ways, too – perhaps permanently.

So, the question now facing many business leaders is how will 
they create a new work world that keeps employees both happy 
and productive post-COVID? 

The views of the Harvard Business School staff can be seen 
at ‘COVID Killed the Traditional Workplace. What Should 
Companies Do Now?’ (https://hbs.me/3eUCja8).

Report Highlights 
Need to Support 
Older Workers

A TUC report has highlighted that support is needed for older 
employees. Data from the Office for National Statistics, 
analysed by the Trade Union Congress (TUC) as part of its 

report Extending working lives: How to support older workers, 
found that more than half a million (534,876) people aged 60 to 65 
have had to leave the workplace because of medical reasons. This 
means that 12% of employees were forced to stop working before 
state pension age due to disability or ill-health.

People in low-income roles were worst affected, according to 
the analysis: one in three low-paid workers who left their jobs 
before state pension age did so because of ill-health, compared 
to just one in 20 professionals.

TUC General Secretary, Frances O’Grady, warned that without 
government action, the impact on workers was only going to 
get worse and urged ministers to “reverse this alarming trend.”

“People should be able to retire in dignity with a decent 
pension when the time is right, but many older workers are 
being forced to stop work earlier due to ill-health. They must 
not be consigned to years of poverty,” she said, calling on the 
government to stop plans for further rises in the pension age to 
focus instead on improving support for people too ill to work.

The TUC is also urging the government to urgently work with 
unions and employers on developing training programmes for 
older workers, noting that older workers who lose their jobs 
because of the pandemic will face greater barriers getting back 
into work and are twice as likely as younger workers to become 
long-term unemployed.

Emily Andrews, senior evidence manager at the Centre for 
Ageing Better, said the report showed that with the state 
pension age rising, it was crucial that people in mid and later 
life received the support they needed to manage their health 
conditions at work.

The full TUC report can be seen at:  
Older workers report final.pdf (https://bit.ly/3v1Dz0H).

Has COVID 
Destroyed the 
Typical Workplace?
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Productivity News

Wondering how to reduce costs,  
increase capacity or improve response?
For help to address your productivity challenges, why not involve  

Scott-Grant. Our independent, objective and cost-effective help is 

valued in every business sector. 

At Scott-Grant you’re at the home of knowledge and expertise in 

improving productivity.

Email us at productivity@scott-grant.co.uk 
Find out more on www.scott-grant.co.uk

Will Flexible Home 
Working Become  
the Norm?

According to a report by the UK government backed 
Behavioural Insights Team (BIT), making flexible 
working the norm stands to benefit both employers 

and employees by widening talent pools, improving diversity 
and boosting productivity. The government has called for 
a ‘national shift’ to flexible working to boost productivity, 
and open more job opportunities to women and those living 
outside of major cities.

The research found that offering flexible working in job 
advertisements could increase applications by up to 30%. 
The research analysed nearly 20 million applications in the 
UK and concluded that greater transparency in job adverts 
would add at least 174,000 flexible jobs to the UK economy 
per year.

Following the publication of the report, Liz Truss, the UK’s 
Minister for Women and Equalities, said that flexible working 
arrangements should be made a standard option for workers 
in the UK, adding that doing so would help level-up the 
country while boosting both the productivity and morale of 
workers.

According to the UK government, almost 40% of 
employees worked from home in 2020. This has resulted 
in an appetite for flexible working with both employers 
and employees. Many companies have indicated a desire 
to permanently move to remote or hybrid working 
arrangements.

The BIT study also found that nine in ten jobseekers 
wanted increased flexibility, whether that meant working 
remotely (60%), flexible hours or ‘flexitime’ (54%), or 
reduced hours (26%). The Behavioural Insights Team website 
can be seen at: www.bi.team

A review of economic history indicates that humans have 
successfully produced more of the goods and services they 
require the most. It was Adam Smith who in 1776, first 

recognised that the role played by specialisation and the division of 
labour as the prime means of achieving economic growth.

Smith correctly saw that the division of labour would improve 
productivity when he defined the three advantages: workers 
perfected specific skills; they avoided the delay and distraction of 
switching from one task to another; and they would use or even 
invent specialised equipment to improve the efficiency of the task.

Today, many workers especially clerical, would not fit easily into 
Adam Smith’s picture of three specific skills. Most of us do not 
use specialised equipment: we use computers capable of doing 
a multitude of things from accountancy to instant messaging by 
email, letter writing etc. Most office tasks do not have a clear 
production flow; they are a mish mash of tasks and activities. 

Office work has become such that a person must be competent 
in several different fields or activities. Everyone does their own 
typing; managers do not have secretaries, they manage their own 
diaries. This is all good, but should highly paid managers be doing 
these basic tasks. If the manager is proficient with computers and 
typing, it can be productive but for the less proficient manager, it is 
not at all productive.

Clearly, multi-tasking has its place in the modern office but only 
if it results in the tasks being performed in a cost effective and 
productive manner. 

Does Technology 
Enhance or Restrict 
Productivity?
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Productivity News

Web Inventor Sir Tim 
Berners-Lee Warns of 
Widening Digital Divide

The creator of the web says Coronavirus has highlighted 
the importance of internet connectivity as a basic right. 
Sir Tim Berners-Lee says too many young people do not 

have internet access and the digital divide has widened during the 
pandemic.

He called on governments to invest in order to provide universal 
broadband by 2030. ‘We can’t afford not to do it,’ he wrote in his 
annual letter to mark the anniversary of the world wide web. Sir 
Tim first conceived of the web while working at the Cern particle 
research lab in 1989.

He says over the last 12 months, it ‘has proven to be a lifeline 
that allows us to adapt and carry on’.

But, he says, one-third of young people do not have any internet 
access and many more lack the quality of connection needed to 
work or learn from home. In an interview with the BBC, he said 
that as the web became more powerful, the digital divide between 
the haves and have-nots had grown wider.

He indicated that ‘a shocking number of kids in the UK don’t 
have meaningful connectivity’.

The computer scientist is calling for an acceleration of the push 
to bring fibre broadband and better mobile connections to rural 
areas. ‘It should be a much higher priority of both businesses and 
government’. 

Workplace Exercise can 
Improve Productivity

Increasing employee wellbeing is seen as essential to the 
efficient and productive running of a company. Part of 
ensuring an employee’s wellbeing is to have in place 

company strategies that combat workplace stress. Exercise is 
increasingly being recognised by employers as an effective 
means of combatting workplace stress.

Work-related stress can be defined as an emotional 
consequence occurring when the workplace demand exceeds the 
worker’s ability to cope with it, causing potential detrimental 
physical effects. It can play a role in the employee developing 
cardiovascular, musculoskeletal and mental health disorders.

Research in recent years, has shown that promotion of 
structured physical exercise within the workplace, has a positive 
influence and helps the employee cope with and tolerate minor 
irritations without becoming stressed. 

A study published in the Journal of Occupational & 
Environmental Medicine, showed that incorporating just 2.5 
hours of exercise per week into the workday led to a noticeable 
reduction in absences.

According to Ryan Holmes the CEO of HootSuite, a social 
media platform, ‘Exercise in the office isn’t a new idea. But 
it is such a clear win-win – in terms of health, morale and 
productivity’.

World Digital 
Competitiveness

The International Institute for Management 
Development (IMD) has released its 2020 World Digital 
Competitiveness Ranking that ranks the capacity of 

countries to utilise digital technologies for government, 
business and society at large. 

Now in its fourth year, the IMD World Digital 
Competitiveness Ranking measures the capacity and 
readiness of 63 economies to adopt and explore 
digital technologies as a key driver for economic 
transformation in business, government and wider 
society.

The United States and Singapore have come 
in first and second, respectively, in the rankings 
that also analyse how economies employ digital 
technologies, which could help predict their ability 
to weather the pandemic. 

This year’s results show few changes in the top ten from 
last year. However, three clear trends in 2020’s results run 
through all economies that made the higher echelons. One 
is an efficient use of digital talent, a reflection of having the 
technological infrastructure in place and using the technology 
available. The UK was ranked at number 13, an improvement 
from 2019 when it was ranked at 15.

The rankings show that Japan lags behind other countries, 
dropping to 27th place from 23rd in 2019. In the Asia-Pacific 
region, it ranked below countries like Singapore and Malaysia. In 
contrast, Japan’s economic near peers have drastically improved: 
South Korea went from 14th in 2018 to 8th, whereas China went 
from 30th to 16th. 

Download the IMD World Digital Competitiveness  
Ranking 2020.pdf
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COVID – Lessons 
Learned from Asia

How have recent changes in the international environment speeded up 
the change to a new world order, with increased domination for  
China and Asia in the world economy? Asks Dr David Floyd,  
University of Lincoln.

There have been numerous lessons to be taken into 
account resulting from the recent COVID crisis. The far 
lower death rates in most of Asia have been seen by 

many as admirable. However, there is further evidence that 
there were a variety of problems in Western democracies and 
business practices a number of years before the pandemic and 
this article sets out to evaluate them, as well as the failure 
of present responses to the pandemic. The work draws on a 
number of theories of international political economy to help 
explain these weaknesses in the Western system, and draws also 
on comparative international data in order to support the main 
arguments being put forward.

The most surprising factor behind the pandemic in Western 
Europe was the lack of planning for such an event to occur, as 

well as the confused government response. In contrast, China 
and other countries such as Singapore, were ready with a strong 
government to deal with the crisis according to Mahbubani 
2020. However, it should also be remembered that Asia has had 
more experience of respiratory viruses in the past according to 
The World in 2021. 

More recently from China, four Chinese nationals are 
currently involved in the running of the United Nations, which 
suggests a new world order has already begun. Indeed, the lack 
of preparedness has also been shown by the lack of willingness 
to prepare for what may be regarded as essential provision 
that free markets cannot always provide for. Government 
support was eventually offered in Western countries, including 
the furlough schemes where government pays the salaries of 
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workers. Grants and government handouts were also offered 
but are likely to come to an end by September 2021. In future, 
Western countries may need to have drills taking place over time 
periods to prepare for possible future viruses, according to The 
Sunday Times 27 December 2020. Economists have made much 
of market failure, see Sloman 2020, where the use of only the 
free market provides a less than optimal result for society. For 
some uncertainties there may be little free market provision 
provided for, and in some circumstances even private insurance 
cannot provide the best solution. For some diseases for example, 
there is an element of non-excludability and the actions of a 
situation of one person can effect another person. In these cases 
it would be the best solution for society to protect everyone and 
governments be able to prepare for such eventualities so there is 
less chance of further problems occurring in the future.

Earlier Lessons were not Always Learnt
Recently, the former Governor of the Bank of England, Mark 
Carney, has suggested that this is not the first time Western 
governments have been unprepared for potential crisis to the 
international economy. For example in 2008 with the Banking 
crisis, banks were able to package loans and sell them on 
without providing adequate protection for the consumer if the 
borrower failed to pay back the loan. In an era of globalisation 
there had been too much focus on opening up to trade rather 
than maintaining an adequate level of policing the economy, as 
suggested by Stiglitz 2002. Carney 2020 also shows the problem 
of moral hazard that occurred during the 2008 financial crisis. 

The most surprising factor 
behind the pandemic in 
Western Europe, was the lack 
of planning for such an event 
to occur, as well as the confused 
government response.

Some bankers were able to take risks of selling on debt (many 
of these excessive risks) as they expected government to bail out 
the banks and that they were too big to fail. Indeed, some of 
the banks lost so much money that they are still partly owned by 
government more than a decade on from the financial crisis. 

Reforms have also made it necessary for bonuses to be paid 
over a longer period of time and also be linked more closely 
to the share price and paid out in terms of shares rather than 
cash bonuses. This is to avoid bankers walking away with large 
cash bonuses if banks shortly afterwards suffer large losses as 
occurred in the past. Both the recent pandemic and financial 
crisis illustrate the need for effective regulation to be present, 
particularly in Western businesses practices that have recently 
been opened up to global competition.
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Further Strengths of Asian Economies
There have been a number of other positive lessons that can be 
learned from Asian economies. Indeed, this is further supported 
by the recent Centre for Economics and Business Research 
December 2020 report, showing that the Chinese economy will 
overtake the US by 2028 as opposed to 2033, as noted in one of 
their earlier reports. In addition, China now has almost as many 
multinational enterprises in the top 20 index as the United 
States; Huawei, Alibaba, Tencent, Lenovo and Geely are now 
almost established worldwide global brands. Growth in China 
and Asia has outpaced that of both Europe and America. There 
have been successful recent trade deals such as the Regional 
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), which covers tariff 
reduction in a region covering a third of the world’s population. 
The agreement provides opportunities for further trade in both 
low and high value added products, and China is rapidly moving 
into both of these activities. This should lead to increased trade 
and lower prices for consumers according to Krugman 2016. By 
contrast, Western economies such as the US and the UK have 
become more protectionist, by cooperating less with the World 
Trade Organisation in the case of the US, and implementing 
the Brexit policy in the case of the UK. The EU and China are 
working on a new trade deal for 2021 and energy and financial 
markets are to become more open, though there has been 
concern expressed by the US about opening up energy markets. 
The EU has become a larger market for China than the US of 
late. Human rights issues have also been a concern. The EU and 
China have been more willing to take a lead on expanding 

trade links, though despite the changes in government in 
the US and a trade agreement being achieved between the 
UK and the EU, a more restrictive overall trade policy seems 
likely, particularly in the short-term. For example, the Brexit 
agreement does not allow for the free movement of people 
and full access to the European Market for services. 

Furthermore, passporting rights will not be given in the 
financial services sector and lower fees for EU students will 
no longer be possible. There are also additional checks to be 
made at the ports. Safety checks will be needed for agricultural 
products and qualifications will no longer be harmonised, 
making it more difficult to employ staff from different European 
countries. Some changes are to be phased in gradually causing 
further uncertainties. Post-agreement it is not clear on which 
European standards will be followed though the UK has the right 
to deviate from standards, though it should aim not to undercut 
Europe on environmental and labour standards otherwise 
independent investigations could be made where further market 
access may be prevented if investigations have shown this to be 
necessary. In addition Northern Ireland stays more closely aligned 
to the European Single Market. Those travelling to Europe from 
the UK will soon need to get an Etias permit and will no longer 
qualify for an EHIC health card for travel. In addition passports 
will then be required to enter the UK rather than accepting EU 
identity cards. Lorries will only be able to do one pick up and 
drop off in Europe rather than multiple drop-offs as allowed 
for Member States. The recent agreement also leaves the UK 
out of the Erasmus programme and makes it more difficult to 
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collaborate on many forms of business activity, see Floyd 2019. 
In addition, the UK has been given back more of its waters for 
fishing and the EU has agreed to reduce its fishing catch in these 
waters by 25% over a five year period, at the end of which there 
is further opportunity for renegotiation. 

The new Biden administration will inherit restrictions on the 
access of Chinese firms to the American market in sectors linked 
to national security, as well as the tariffs that have been imposed 
during the Trump period of office. Many of these restrictions 
may continue well into the future. There may also be limited 
opportunity for a UK-US trade deal due to different standards 
on food products for example or the desire to keep the health 
service NHS provision of most healthcare activities. However, 
there is the potential of setting up free ports and looking for 
further potential global trade agreements which the UK can 
pursue. There may also be the potential for the UK to join the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership. However, here there is less potential 
for removing non-tariff barriers compared with continuation of 
the European Single Market. A trade deal with Australia seems 
likely soon to be the first major test in the post Brexit world

Further Factors Needing to be Overcome in 
Western Economies
There is also additional uncertainty created from the high 
number of COVID cases in many Western countries. Travel 
restrictions are constantly changing as countries move from 
lockdown to less restrictions and later move back to more 
restrictions and changes in travel bubbles. There could be 
further restrictions and uncertainty after the pandemic, as 
countries that have experienced harsh restrictions under COVID 
become very risk averse to travel. So far, much more domestic 
travel and tourism has taken place in China, which is proving an 
advantage to supporting further future economic growth that 
may not be currently available for many Western economies. 
Travel restrictions can therefore be seen as a further potential 
barrier to trade, particularly in relation to the service economy.

It has further been shown that countries more exposed to 
international trade may suffer more from the economic effects 
of COVID as less activity can be refocused into supporting the 
domestic economy. Indeed, the less openness of Asian economies 
may have allowed them to focus more on the domestic economy 
during the pandemic, which may help further support economic 
growth for these economies.

China has also shown its expertise in telecoms and track and 
trace technology in its response to COVID. Similar approaches 
were adopted in Taiwan and South Korea with much initial 
success. China wants to go further in the digital world and is 
introducing a digital currency in 2021 according to The World 
in 2021 and wants to challenge the Fiat system, hoping for 
a move to its usage in the future. China has also introduced 
the 2025 policy which aims to compete globally in many key 
industrial sectors, including electric car production and airplane 
manufacture. The sectors are well supported from government 
and much money is invested into infrastructure due to the 
favourable position of government finances. China has gone 
even further, in establishing the One Belt, One Road policy, 
investing globally in infrastructure and resource-based projects. 

The China Pakistan Economic Corridor as well as projects from 
Malaysia to Sri Lanka to the Maldives are being completed. The 

The former Governor of the 
Bank of England, Mark 
Carney, has suggested 
that this is not the first 
time Western governments 
have been unprepared 
for potential crisis to the 
international economy. 
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The new Biden administration 
will inherit restrictions on the 
access of Chinese firms to the 
American market in sectors 
linked to national security, as 
well as the tariffs that have 
been imposed during the 
Trump period of office.

projects also go as far as Europe and reached a global total of 64 
in 2020. There is also vaccine development taking place with BRI 
partners and three have also been approved for emergency use. 
Partners from Mexico and the Philippines have also been offered 
support to pay for the vaccines. China has also showed interest 
in reducing levels of pollution in the longer-term by signing the 
recent Paris Agreement.

Current Limits Exist for the Asian Economies
However, there are some limitations to the rise of China and 
Asia. Disparities of income need to be tackled to ensure support 
for the approaches being taken. There was also some delay 
in realising the serious nature of the situation in Wuhan and 
informing the world of the situation. There are also limitations 
to the One Belt Road initiative and the ability of countries to 
finance such projects while taking on loans from China. There 
has also been less success in India in terms of dealing with the 
pandemic and India has not joined the RCEP trade agreement. 

In addition, there have been many hot wars in Asia in the 
past and it is important to be aware of political and historical 
differences that exist in many countries in the Asia region.

It has been shown then that there are huge economic 
developments taking place across Asia. For the most part the 
growth is being supported by a favourable response to the 
pandemic as well as by opening up further to the international 
economy. China was even able to expand growth in 2020 
and the same was possible in Vietnam and Taiwan. A further 
bounce back in 2021 is expected and this illustrates the 
potential for higher growth in the next decade, while Europe 
and America seem to be falling short. This has also been the 
recent historical trend as has been shown earlier. 

However, there are some limitations to the potential 
in Asia. Countries vary politically, with more democratic 
processes across countries such as India and Singapore in 
contrast with the more authoritarian approach of China. All 
economies will suffer from the loss of exports and slowdown 
in Europe and America in the short-term. Household spending 
has also been recently lagging in China though there is 
further potential for increasing expenditure on investment 
and infrastructure to fill the gap. Furthermore, China has 
expanded international links and made other investments 
into high value-added sectors.

Asia in the short-term has to deal with increased protectionism 
from America though there are further opportunities now that 

may arise from a new leadership. However, the situation is 
unlikely to change in the initial phase and there is also potential 
for things to escalate. There are also political differences for 
China to grapple with in Asian countries, though progress has 
moved forward with the establishment of more free trade 
agreements across Asia of late.
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There’s been a lot said about productivity recently, and 
much of it – erroneously, in my view – focused on ‘the 
people’. Perceptive readers over the years might have 

noticed that I think the focus should be on ‘the system’, and that 
this in turn requires managers to spend the bulk of their time 
out there in the workplace, the ‘places of transaction’, where the 
action is. I know, inconvenient, isn’t it? Especially as you’ve now 
all become so used to not even getting dressed below the waist 
and (so-called, yawn) working from home. At least we agree on 
one thing now though – even if it’s taken a dreadful pandemic 
to make it happen – the office is not, and never was, the place to 

spend the bulk of your time.
Being in the places of transaction means being situationally 

present, and thereby seeing first-hand how your own operation 
(or the bits of it you are responsible for) actually functions; or, 
in most cases, doesn’t. Think about it: ‘in most cases’ is not an 
exaggeration. If it was, why would all these other ‘consultants’ be 
peddling their misguided snake-oil solutions to all your so-called 
‘productivity’ problems? Except, the problems aren’t with ‘the 
people’, they’re with ‘the system’! And the only people who can 
change the system are management! As Deming (1986) famously 
made clear, all problems are management problems.

Situationally  
Un-Empressive?
Dr John Chamberlin.
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And what do you need to do while you are being situationally 
present, seeing and hearing the horror stories you were never 
even aware of (shame on you!)? Well, these are contingent 
situations, so require contingent actions on your part. And once 
again, those more perceptive readers amongst you will have 
noticed my Beatles-fan-like adulation for Hersey and Blanchard’s 
(Hersey, et al, 2001) contingency theory, ‘Situational Leadership’ 
(SLT), Figure 1. And whilst, as they say in current parlance aimed 
at avoiding overt product placement, ‘other contingency theories 
are available’, it’s by far the best there is, or ever has been, just like 
The Beatles.

As I’ve mentioned before, its derivation was from the sound 
but somewhat clunky ‘Management Grid’ by Blake and Mouton 
(1964), Figure 2, in which they suggested there were five types of 
manager (or management behaviour). 

A bit like Feidler’s contingency theory – also known as the ‘Least 
Preferred Co-Worker’ (not the best marketing slogan you’ll ever 
read) – this almost implies (as Feidler’s clearly did) that you have 
to insert the appropriate type of manager to match the current 
situation. A bit like choosing Lego bricks. So as long as you’ve got 
enough of the right ones, and you don’t mind all the others just 
lying around until and in case they’re ever needed?

So whilst Blake and Mouton (intentionally or otherwise) reflect 
some allegiance to Feidler, in that these (five) are some of the style 
options you might choose from, Hersey and Blanchard’s model 
makes far more practical sense (if not common practice, sadly) in 
its adaptation of that grid’s four main quadrants into an extremely 
intuitive model that inverts the responsibility for change from the 
‘situation’ to the ‘manager’. Get it? You have to learn, and then 
apply, all four ‘styles’, according to the needs of the learner, and 
the ‘situation’ of the moment.

As a possible example of where this might have been used to 
clearly great effect, but sadly wasn’t, I’ll cite a case from 25 years 
ago that cost well over £100m, in what Seddon (2003) calls ‘Failure 
Demand’, or what Crosby (1980) called the ‘Cost of Poor Quality’.

Some of you might remember the case of the oil tanker Sea 
Empress, carrying 130,018 tonnes of Forties Blend North Sea light 
crude oil, which ran aground in the entrance to Milford Haven 
(Figure 3), South-West Wales on the evening of 15 February 1996. 
Although the tanker was refloated within a couple of hours, 
it sustained serious damage to its starboard and centre tanks, 
resulting in a massive release of oil. The initial grounding resulted 
in approximately 2500 tonnes of crude oil escaping and about a 
further 69,300 tonnes was lost to the sea during the period of the 
salvage operation. (Source: https://bit.ly/2S0Ssli) 

Some 200km of coastline – much of it in a National Park – was 
contaminated and a major shoreline clean-up effort had to 
be mounted. This involved mechanical and manual recovery, 
trenching, beach washing, and the use of dispersants and sorbents, 
all at huge cost – ‘Oil disaster port fined a record £4m’ (Daily Mail, 
16/01/99, p. 21), but the total cost at the time was put at £100m 
(disregarding environmental issues), resulting in the Milford Haven 
Port Authority being fined for what Mr Justice Scott described 
as, ‘’careless’ navigation of a port authority pilot who had never 
before tried to take a vessel of similar size into the harbour close 
to low tide.’ And, according to Mr Justice Steel, the pilot was 
‘not prosecuted’ because he was, ‘put in a position by the port 
authority where he could make an error in navigation.’
One could be tempted to say, ‘You bet he was!’, but I won’t.

Figure 1: Situational Leadership Theory (SLT)

Figure 2: The Managerial Grid
(Source: Schermerhorn, 2005: 330)
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Extracts from the official reports also make the following points:

21.2 The immediate cause of the grounding was pilot error, 
namely his failure to take appropriate and effective action to keep 
the vessel in the deepest part of the Channel. 
[Paragraph 5.14]

21.3 The pilot’s error was due in part to inadequate training and 
experience in the pilotage of large tankers. 
[Paragraphs 6.5, 6.6]

(Source: http://www.archive.official-documents.co.uk/document/
dot/seaemp/sempfc.htm) 

I have emphasised those two words because I would say there was 
(possibly) ‘inadequate appropriate situational training’. For a start 
there was the question* of why the Sea Empress attempted to 
make an entrance to the Haven at such a tricky time – 80 minutes 
before one of the lowest spring tides ever.

(* Source: http://www.corporatewatch.org.uk/magazine/issue3/
cw3f6.html)

The complexities of any large vessel entering Milford Haven Sound 
can be seen from the Chart extract, left, used in the subsequent 
investigation, Figure 4.

The investigators’ report went on to say that the pilot, ‘has had 
scanty experience in navigating a vessel as big as the Sea Empress’ 
… and that prior to the recent review of the ‘grading, training and 
examination of pilots’ … ‘some aspects of the system were sketchy’.

‘Sketchy’? ‘Sketchy’ to the tune of £100m+!
So how does this relate to situational leadership? Well, the two 

‘boxes’ most commonly missed in the SLT process are 2 and 3, 
‘Coaching’ and ‘Supporting’. A cardinal sin in SLT terms, it is the 
managerial/leadership equivalent of giving someone their basic 
training (Box 1 – either on-the-job or a formal course), and then 
saying, “See you,” with a cheery wave of the hand as you walk 
away and let them get on with it (Box 4). Missing out boxes 2 
and 3 is akin to showing a learner driver how the steering wheel 
and three pedals work, telling them to read the Highway Code 
and leaving them to freely drive on public roads. It is all those 1:1 
lessons in between (Boxes 2 & 3) that provide the competence 
and confidence for new drivers to be safe enough to be out there 
alone. You miss them out at your peril.

So, back to the example of the Sea Empress: looking at Figure 
5, below, let’s hypothesise for a few minutes, and assume that the 
‘pilot’ in question was fully trained to bring in tankers of what 
might be described as a ‘normal’ size, in conditions of ‘normal’ 
tides. On the first line of Figure 5 therefore, the only ‘style’ of 
management required by the duty-pilot’s manager/trainer would 
be Style 4, ‘Delegating’, let him get on with it, because he was 
fully trained, and both competent and confident to bring in 
normal-sized tankers on normal tide ranges.

What was different, then, on this occasion, back in February 
1996? Well:

1. The Sea Empress was a tanker of abnormally large size; and,
2. the tides were of an excessively large range (which means 

very high highs and very low lows), ie an excessively low one 
at 20.07 on 15 February.

Figure 3: Milford Haven

Figure 4: Chart Extract

Figure. 5: What might have been missing... ?

Tanker Tide 1-Directing 2-Coaching 3-Supporting 4-Delegating

Normal Normal ✔

Ex. Large Normal ✔

Ex. Large Normal ✔

Ex. Large Normal ✔

Normal Ex. low ✔

Normal Ex. low ✔

Normal Ex. low ✔

Ex. Large Ex. low ✔

Ex. Large Ex. low ✔

Ex. Large Ex. low ✔
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The office is not, and 
never was, the place 
to spend the bulk of 
your time.

This should have not been a problem, if what I am going to 
suggest had been carried out – see Figure 5.

Let’s first imagine a situation where the duty pilot (DP) might 
first have encountered an abnormally large tanker, but in normal 
tide ranges – ie the next three lines on Figure 5. The conversation 
between the pilot’s manager/trainer (PT) and DP might have gone 
like this:

PT to DP – ‘We’ve got a larger than normal tanker coming in 
tomorrow Fred, so I’m going to come out with you and join you 
on the bridge, so I can give you a few pointers on some of the 
differences when we get these larger vessels. You’ll still pilot it 
in, but I’ll be alongside and give you some extra tips on how to 
handle it safely’ (Box 2, Figure 1).

The next time one of these larger vessels is scheduled, the 
conversation will be slightly different:

PT to DP – ‘We’ve got another one of these bigger tankers 
coming in tomorrow Fred, so I’m going to come out with you 
again, but just so that I’m on hand if you need to ask me anything, 
or if I notice a problem. You’ll be piloting her in, and if it all goes 
well I’ll just drink my coffee and enjoy the ride’ (Box 3).

After this (notionally speaking), the next time ‘Fred’ gets a 
larger tanker but the tidal range is normal, he’s both competent 
and confident to bring her in alone (Box 4).

The next three rows in Figure 5 deal with the alternate situation, 
where a normal-sized tanker is expected but there are abnormally 
(let’s say) low tides. Again, conversationally, it might have gone 
something like this:

PT to DP – ‘The tide is going to be exceptionally low in the 
channel tomorrow Fred, so I’m going join you on the tanker’s 
bridge, so I can give you a few pointers on some of the differences 
when there’s less water than normal. You’ll still pilot it in, but I’ll 
be alongside and give you some extra tips on where the risks are 
and perhaps some slightly different places to make your turns and 
avoid the rocks’ (Box 2).

The next time one of these ‘normal’ vessels is scheduled but the 
tide is expected to be exceptionally low, the conversation will be 
slightly different again:

PT to DP – ‘We’ve got a very low tide tomorrow Fred, when 
you’re bringing that tanker in, so I’m going to come out with you 
again just so I’m on hand if you need to ask me anything, or if I 
notice a problem. You’ll be piloting her in, and if it all goes well I’ll 
just drink my coffee and enjoy the ride’ (Box 3).

After this (notionally speaking), the next time ‘Fred’ gets 
a pretty standard-sized tanker but the tide is expected to be 
abnormally low, he’s both competent and confident to bring her 
in alone (Box 4).

I’m sure you can see where this is going now – yes, an extra-
large tanker when there’s an exceptionally low tide predicted, and 
those three ‘situational’ conversations might have gone like this...

PT to DP – ‘We’ve got a larger than normal tanker coming in 
tomorrow Fred, and the tide is predicted to be exceptionally low, 
so I’m going to come out with you and join you on the bridge and 
give you a few pointers on some of the differences when we get 
these larger vessels combined with far less water in the entrance 
to the channel. You’ll still pilot it in, but I’ll be alongside and give 
you some extra guidance tips on how to handle it safely’ (Box 2).

The next time one of these abnormally large vessels is scheduled 
but the tide is also expected to be exceptionally low, the 
conversation will be slightly different again:
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Time for your annual performance rating check?

Book your place on our IMS endorsed Rating Clinic – 
available around the UK – and be sure you’re operating to 
the British standard.

Look for details in www.scott-grant.co.uk/study-productivity

PT to DP – ‘We’ve got a very low tide tomorrow Fred when 
you’re bringing that huge tanker in, so I’m going to come out 
with you again just so that I’m on hand if you need to ask me 
anything, or if I notice a problem. You’ll be piloting her in, but 
remember how well it went last time, and if it’s all going well 
tomorrow I’ll just drink my coffee and enjoy the ride’ (Box 3).

As you’ve guessed by now, after this (notionally speaking again), 
the next time ‘Fred’ gets an abnormally larger tanker when the 
tide is expected to be exceptionally low, he’s both competent and 
confident to bring her in alone (Box 4).

Of course, all this is hypothetical. It never happened, and their 
Justices never suggested it should have. But I am suggesting that 
these (notional) six extra trips out by the pilot’s trainer/manager 
when those possible opportunities arose (which clearly they would 
have) were classic cases of what Seddon (ibid) defines as Value 
Demand, ‘What we are here for, the demand we want.’ In the 
Sea Empress case the pilot’s trainer/manager was there to ensure 
things went right – which clearly they didn’t – and the extra 
up-front ‘cost’ of those possible six extra ‘training’ trips out would 
have been minimal, and whilst we’ll never know, because we’ll 
never know what ‘sketchy’ actually meant, I am suggesting that 
because (again):

a) ...the pilot was ‘not prosecuted’ because he was, ‘put in a 
position by the port authority where he could make an error in 
navigation’;
...and;
b) ...the pilot, ‘has had scanty experience in navigating a vessel as 
big as the Sea Empress’ … and that prior to the recent review of 
the ‘grading, training and examination of pilots’ … ‘some aspects 
of the system were sketchy’;

...we are allowed to make reasonable assumptions about what 
that word ‘sketchy’ might possibly have implied. So I have done. 
Contrast it; the ‘Value Demand’ of six, possible, cheap-as-chips 
extra ‘Coaching’/’Supporting’ training trips out with the pilot, 
against the ‘Failure Demand’ of all the recovery work to re-float 
the tanker and then clear up the mess of the 2500 tonnes of 
crude oil and the further 69,300 tonnes that were released as an 
apparently direct result of that ‘training’ not having taken place. 
£100m+ of what Crosby called the ‘Cost of Poor Quality’.

This might look like a ‘tick-box’ exercise, but it couldn’t 

be further from it. Until and unless, I suggest, that all those 
additional stages of pilot training have been carried out, no pilot 
would have been confidently competent to have successfully 
navigated, eg the Sea Empress through Milford Sound during such 
exceptionally low tides.

(NB This begs the question also, of course, as to why the ‘Port 
Authority’ didn’t intervene and ask the pilot to require the tanker 
captain to ‘heave to’ and wait offshore for a mere six to seven 
hours, when they’d have then had one of the highest tides for 
many years on which to bring the tanker in? Again, the ‘cost’ of 
this minor delay to the ‘Value Demand’ of the tanker ‘presenting’ 
itself at Mllford docks would have been peanuts compared to the 
resultant £100m+ ‘Failure’ cost incurred because they didn’t.)

Their Justices Scott and Steel didn’t, of course, specifically 
state that the ‘sketchy training’ failures they identified were the 
lack of training in Boxes 2 and 3 from the SLT model, but they 
might as well have, because – I humbly suggest – it was staring 
us in the face!

Remember what they said in the control at Houston during 
the Apollo 13 emergency? – ‘This isn’t a contingency we’ve 
remotely looked at.’ Well – and while we all know that planning 
with hindsight is so much easier – in the case of the Sea Empress, 
perhaps they should have?

The Port Authority’s ‘system’ of training needed to be able to 
absorb the variety of any and all new (‘Value’) demands placed on 
it. All of those three (albeit in my case hypothetical) ‘situations’ 
above were examples of new ‘Value Demands’ on that training 
‘system’ that should have been apparent to those responsible 
for pilot management and training. And, I think it is entirely 
reasonable to assume that their Justices’ judgements back in 1996 
could be interpreted as implying exactly that.

Remember, although no human lives were lost (but that should 
never be the only criterion), this was an extremely costly incident, 
financially (which is easy to ‘count’ – like saving on training 
costs!) and environmentally (which isn’t), and a massive amount 
of money and effort was expended by countless people in the 
aftermath. And yet, no matter how hard, well, effectively and 
efficiently all those involved might have worked, none of that 
posteriori activity was ‘Productive’! All of it was ‘Waste’!

Or, as a local authority training manager once said to me, ‘If 
you think training is expensive, try the lack of it!’, and possibly he 
never spoke a truer word? 

OK, that incident was 25 years ago, and we must have ‘learned 
the lessons’ (how many times have you heard that?) by now, 
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surely? Think on. Well, perhaps back, actually, to 05:40 (GMT) on 
Tuesday 23 March this year, when the ‘ultra-large’ container ship 
Ever Given went aground in ‘high winds’ in the Suez Canal? ‘Ultra-
large’? ‘High winds’? Ring any bells?

(Source: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-56559073)
And the cost? Data from Lloyd’s List showed the stranded ship 

was holding up an estimated $9.6bn of trade along the waterway 
each day (equating to $400m and 3.3 million tonnes of cargo an 
hour, or $6.7m a minute), while German insurer Allianz said its 
analysis showed the blockage could cost global trade between 
$6bn to $10bn a week and reduce annual trade growth by 0.2 
to 0.4 percentage points. And this excludes the ‘14 tugboats’ 
engaged in the massive re-floating effort, plus all the other as yet 
unpublished ‘avoidable activity’ costs. As the BBC News website 
said at the time, ‘The numbers are big.’

So what, one might wonder (well, at least I am), will the 
subsequent investigation show that might, possibly – and I humbly 
repeat, ‘might, possibly’ – have gone wrong with the ‘system’ 
of training for handling these ‘ultra-large’ vessels in what was 
claimed at the time to be ‘high winds’? We’ll have to wait and see.

However, what is certain, is that ‘Activity’ – as Professor 
Seddon will never tire of telling us, and quite rightly – ‘is 
not Work!’ Effective ‘work’ is that which responds to ‘Value 
Demand’; ie in these cases, what the trainers ‘are here for’. 
Everything else is waste. But all of it is paid for! And that, dear 
readers, is where your lack of ‘productivity’ lies: in your systems, 
and not with your ‘people’.

And, finally, if you still don’t believe me, ask those 39 wrongly 
convicted postmasters, or the ‘736’ [who were] left with criminal 
records after the Post Office accused them of stealing from the 
till’ (Meddings, 2021)?

All, I suggest – and of course I repeat that I hypothesise here in 
the Sea Empress case cited above, and in all your workplaces today 
– because no-one chose, or chooses, to be situationally present 
where they can spot those vital Box 2 and Box 3 opportunities for 
ensuring things go right, and avoid that excessively costly Failure 

Demand when they don’t. Try it. You’ll be amazed (and possibly 
shocked?) by what you find, but it really will be worth it. It’s a bit 
like The Beatles; and once you’ve taken the red pill...
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Re-thinking Relevant, 
Responsible and 
Professional Leadership
Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas.

In order to better cope with contemporary challenges 
and address related opportunities many professionals 
may need to re-think their attitudes to leadership and 

the combination of leadership techniques and perspectives 
that might be appropriate in different situations and contexts 
(Coulson-Thomas, 2021a & b). Expectations and requirements 
of colleagues, clients and other stakeholders are changing. 
Increasingly, more collective, inclusive, responsible and 
sustainable approaches may be required from leaders of 
professional assignments, projects, teams and organisations. 
Leadership styles may need to be reviewed and refreshed.

Forms of leadership can be necessary, developed and provided 
in a variety of situations and circumstances. Community, 
corporate and team leadership and business, professional, 
social, political, scientific, intellectual, moral, thought and other 
forms of leadership can overlap. They can also be combined in 
different ways according to changing requirements. From time 
to time professionals should review the nature of the leadership 
they and colleagues provide in the contexts in which they hold 
appointments, have responsibilities and exert influence.

Professional Leadership
Professionals may be expected to give a lead in suggesting 
courses of action and solutions to problems in areas in which 
they have particular expertise, knowledge and competence. 
Their clients and others who are reliant upon their advice, 
counsel and judgements will hope that they remain objective 
and behave responsibly and in accordance with relevant codes of 
professional conduct (Carr-Saunders et al, 1933; Coulson-Thomas, 
2015). Professional bodies in turn, may be expected to ensure 
their codes of practice and their members along with the tools 
and techniques they use remain current and relevant.

Traditionally, the senior members of some professions have 
played an important role in providing training opportunities 
for those seeking to qualify, and subsequent mentoring 
and support in the early stages of their careers. Continuing 
professional development has become more important in an era 
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of discontinuity, transition and transformation enabled by new 
technologies and business models, in which different approaches 
may be required in the light of emerging challenges and 
additional possibilities. Professionals should remain up-to-date.

Leadership may be needed at all levels in organisations and 
across their network of relationships. Some professionals aspire 
to community leadership and corporate governance roles. 
Directors and boards need to know what types of leadership to 
exercise and/or delegate to whom, and when and where, and 
also in what form and for how long. Those for whom they are 
responsible should be clear about what is expected of them, 
and properly supported and appropriately monitored. The 
potential to make a significant difference can exist throughout a 
company. Good ideas and promising initiatives can arise in many 
places.

Corporate Leadership
Many directors are members of professional bodies. Heading 
up certain functions can represent a route to the boardroom 
for those with directorial qualities. The CEO is the person often 
associated with corporate leadership, although acting within the 
framework of direction, values, purpose, policies and priorities 
established by a board of directors. While the business of the 
board is conducted by its chairman, the CEO leads the executive 
team. The roles of Board chair and CEO may involve different 
but ideally complementary forms of leadership.

The quality of board decisions can reflect the calibre of the 
advice and counsel they receive from professionals, whether as 
executive or independent directors, consultants or employees. In 
certain companies, the boundaries between board and executive 
leadership sometimes overlap, especially in evolving situations. 
Compatible personalities and aligned perspectives sometimes 
allow joint or collective leadership, but these can be difficult 
to sustain. Dialogue and a good working relationship between 
those involved are desirable.

Effective leadership involves mutual respect and trust 
between leaders and those who are led. It can benefit from 
good relations between key players and important stakeholders. 
While issues and differences remain unresolved, leadership 
voices may need to display a united front to the external world 
until a consensus is reached and a common position can be 
agreed and shared. This may require listening leadership that 
is sensitive to changing stakeholder concerns and priorities 
and relational leadership, or taking the initiative and being 
responsive in building mutually beneficial relationships with 
them (Coulson-Thomas, 2014).

Avoiding Excessive Leadership
On occasion, heavy handed and insecure leaders intervene 
and interfere when and where this may not be required. Some 
teams can be trusted to get on with the implementation of an 
agreed strategy without directors or senior managers looking 
over their shoulders. People can be over-led. They might need 
space to grow, become accountable and do what they feel is 
best. Excessive top down leadership and continual chivvying 
and harrying can stifle initiative, inhibit creativity and prevent 
responsible risk-taking, where lighter touch leadership might 
reduce anxiety, encourage debate and stimulate innovation. 

The cult of personality that sometimes accompanies 

Traditionally, the senior 
members of some professions 
have played an important 
role in providing training 
opportunities for those seeking 
to qualify, and subsequent 
mentoring and support in the 
early stages of their careers.

individualistic and self-promoting leaders can overshadow 
others and lead them to withdraw into themselves. At times 
of discontinuity and uncertainty, new ideas and initiatives 
may need to be sought. More democratic forms of leadership 
can encourage engagement, increase involvement, widen 
participation, stimulate contribution and ensure greater 
diversity. Secure personalities who are open to ideas and 
develop and support others, and who invite challenge rather 
than try to avoid questioning can enlist interest, commitment 
and support.

It may be necessary to build a shared purpose and a consensus 
for moving forward. For the best results, such an approach 
should include key customers, important suppliers and business 
partners, whose active contributions are likely to be essential 
for success. It might need to be accompanied by a review of 
governance arrangements and mechanisms for ensuring the 
alignment of aims and priorities, the raising of issues and the 
settling of disputes. There may also be implications for the 
management and distribution of intellectual property and the 
sharing of financial rewards to consider. 

Individual and Collective Leadership
Charismatic leadership might be welcomed by those who like 
to be led, but may not be everyone’s cup of tea. After a time, 
some strong personalities can grate. On occasion, charismatic 
leaders can serve their purpose but resist efforts to replace them. 
Some get such a taste for being in the limelight that they hang 
on like limpets. Investors, independent directors, electorates 
and practice partners should be alert to leaders who overstay 
their welcome, keep rivals down, block challenges and begin to 
exhibit the attributes of a tyrant. 

Dictators can be particularly difficult to remove. Should a 
revolt or revolution succeed, they may be followed by a power 
vacuum and instability. Authoritarian, dominant and exploitative 
forms of leadership are not in tune with contemporary 
requirements for caring commitment, environmental awareness 
and concern, and agility, flexibility and sensitivity. People tend 
to resent being used and either taken advantage of or taken for 
granted. They are less likely to go the extra mile when required 
to do so, but more likely to jump ship as and when a better 
opportunity appears or an escape route arises. 
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More consensual forms of leadership may be better at holding 
people together, but when a window of opportunity to act 
is rapidly diminishing, this should not be at the expense of 
decisive leadership. Procrastination and impulsiveness should 
both be avoided. Servant, supportive and enabling leadership 
can work well in more stable situations, when the people of an 
organisation know what is required to succeed. In periods of 
uncertainty and flux, more than monitoring, reacting to requests 
for help and taking pride in not interfering may be required. In 
certain crisis situations and for a period, central direction may be 
needed.

Imposition and Consent
Many professional practices monitor their own standards 
and many professionals agree to observe certain values and 
standards of conduct. They voluntarily sign up to codes of 
professional practice and expect to be investigated when they 
fall short of what is expected. They may consent to being judged 
by their professional peers. They may understand the role of 
sensible and proportionate regulations in protecting their clients 
and members of the wider public. They might also recognise 
that the activities of a deviant minority can harm the reputations 
of the majority of practitioners and the trust that people place 
in them.

The authority, legitimacy and resilience of some constitutions 
are rooted in consent. The doctrine of collective responsibility is 
a key element of cabinet government and the exercise of some 
forms of political leadership. Collective leadership that embraces 
a competent executive team and to which they contribute 
can be particularly effective at encouraging ownership and 
commitment. Individual partners may expect to have a say in 
the important decisions of a professional partnership, while 
agreeing to be bound by majority decisions.  

Leadership that is imposed or deemed to be unconstitutional, 
and to which people are subjected, can result in passive 
responses, reduced performance and/or opposition and 
resistance. The active involvement of other people can result 
in a more participative form of leadership. Co-operation with 
other entities and co-creation can stimulate a requirement for 
more collaborative or shared leadership. These tend to last 
longer if responsibilities and costs are equitably shared. Might 
one see the emergence of mechanisms similar to those used for 
the governance and leadership of alliances between states or 
international organisations? 

Adapting and Evolving Approaches
In order to remain relevant, leadership should adapt and evolve 
to reflect changing requirements, situations and priorities 
(Coulson-Thomas, 2020a). It may be necessary to change gear, 
move in a new direction, confront a technological revolution, 
or transition to a different business model. Incremental 
improvement might not be enough. People may have to be 
challenged, inspired and encouraged, rather than be largely left 
alone because of past achievements. Untapped potential may 
need to be released, innovation triggered and new elements 
introduced. A more entrepreneurial approach to leadership may 
be required. 

Sometimes an approach to leadership may need to be better 
aligned to that of joint venture or consortium partners, or the 

Effective leadership 
involves mutual respect 
and trust between leaders 
and those who are led.
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imperatives of a national policy or international agreement. A 
change of style may be required to match that of a key customer 
with which a company wishes to become a longer-term strategic 
partner and work more closely. Legal and regulatory changes, 
government policy initiatives and international agreements 
sometimes have implications for how business leaders are 
expected to behave and respond.

Professionals should understand that the most relevant 
course of action and the best solution can depend upon the 
situation and circumstances. Each case may have particular 
factors that need to be taken into account. When considering 
which approach or approaches to corporate leadership to adopt, 
directors should revisit their company’s mission and purpose, and 
also what they are collectively trying to achieve. The style that 
is selected might be more appropriate if it viewed as a means to 
an end rather than as an end in itself.

Recent and Emerging Trends
As organisations become more fluid, open, flexible and 
responsive, opportunities are shared and more mutually 
beneficial relationships are forged, some forms of leadership 
are in decline. Top down and centrally controlled leadership 
has been challenged by more consensual and inclusive 
approaches, especially where people are critical elements of 
corporate success. However, tight control by small groups may 
still exist, as more business models are adopted where activities 
are contracted out and/or automated. When key tasks are 
undertaken by algorithms, these and those who create them can 
become the critical resources. 

Command and control approaches to leadership may still exist 
in more stable contexts, where routine activities and prescribed 
standards persist. However, other approaches more suited 
to contemporary requirements may continue to emerge as 
situations change. Additional models may be latent and might 
emerge. Leadership has traditionally been viewed in terms of 
the handling of people. It may evolve as more activities are 
undertaken by digital and other technologies. Scientific and 
technological leadership may become the priority, with many of 
the fewer people involved undertaking technology support and 
maintenance tasks. 

Professionals should avoid becoming prisoners of conventional 
wisdom (Galbraith, 1958). Thought and practice leadership 
can advance a profession and ensure continuing relevance. In 
fluid situations, such as when there is a change of status or 
business model, or during a transition or transformation journey, 
permanent, fixed and inherited leadership arrangements and 
personnel may require review. Owners and other stakeholders 
may step in to trigger and force changes. Interim or temporary 
leadership arrangements may be needed to ensure the agility 
and flexibility to cope with a succession of stages, challenges 
and/or opportunities. 

Horses for Courses
Availability, succession issues and divisions over longer-term 
direction are among the circumstances that can give rise to 
rotating leadership. Events such as a takeover or insolvency can 
result in the replacement of some or all members of a leadership 
team. Some changes might trigger a search for different 
leadership approaches, experience and qualities. For example, a 
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leader of major and mission critical transformation projects on 
tight timescales might have experience and qualities the head of 
a stable business might lack.

Crisis leadership may demand a particular skill set (Allison and 
Zelikow, 1999). The experience of the COVID-19 pandemic is that 
certain leaders are less willing to listen to specialist advice and 
follow scientific guidance than their peers. Some organisations 
face so many inter-related challenges that someone with 
programme management experience covering a portfolio of 
complex projects, may be more suitable than a person who has 
led a homogenous entity on what has been closer to a single 
corporate mission.

On occasion, radical change and/or urgent action may be 
required. Business as usual might not be an acceptable option. 
Aspects of subversive or revolutionary leadership might 
be practised by some members of either an existing or an 
alternative leadership group. A promising venture may need to 
be protected. Revisionists might wish to advance an initiative 
that is opposed by vested interests and supporters of a status-
quo. Liberating leadership could endeavour to release pent-up 
forces for change. 

Specialist Leadership
Some specialist organisations require particular forms of 
leadership. Spiritual leadership might be sought by the members 
of a religious organisation that has traditionally looked for 
obedience rather than people who think for themselves. On 
the other hand, ethical or moral leadership and leadership by 
example might be welcome in a wider range of organisations. 
A failure to observe certain values rather than incompetence, 
might be a reason for seeking a new broom and replacing an 
incumbent leader.

Certain families can exert considerable influence in some 
countries, communities and other contexts. Some family 
members accustomed to family leadership of a family owned 
company, might use their power of patronage to limit selection 
to older close relatives who follow local traditions rather than 
look more broadly, or at a younger generation that may have 
been educated abroad. Inter-generational tensions sometimes 
arise. The prospects of certain family companies may depend 
upon whether governance arrangements are utilised to ensure 

Excessive top down leadership 
and continual chivvying and 
harrying can stifle initiative, 
inhibit creativity and prevent 
responsible risk-taking, where 
lighter touch leadership might 
reduce anxiety, encourage debate 
and stimulate innovation. 

continuing control or to widen the leadership gene pool and 
open up new possibilities.

In some countries and societies, corruption, nepotism and 
favouritism abound and leadership is compromised. Elsewhere, 
and to help prevent such a situation, public leadership positions 
must be openly advertised, with independent observers 
scrutinising selection processes. Public body and service 
leadership roles may require professionals who might already be 
subject to professional standards, and a code of practice to also 
commit to certain additional ethical values, such as the Seven 
Principles of Public Life (Nolan Committee, 1995).

Problematic Approaches
Absent, ineffectual or weak leadership can lead to drift and 
delay. However, sometimes when leadership appointment 
decisions are taken, those on nomination and selection 
committees over-react. They also over compensate. In trying 
to address what they feel has been lacking, they go too far in 
a different direction. Balanced leadership may be more likely 
to be accepted by those concerned and to last. Appointments 
should also take account of emerging developments, future 
expectations, legitimacy requirements and longer-term 
aspirations.

There may be few business advocates of the delusional 
leadership that is sometimes found in the political environment. 
While determined and focused leadership might have more 
appeal, directors need to think through what the determination 
and focus should be applied to. Those who advocate responsible 
and responsive corporate leadership should clarify to whom a 
board should be responsible and accountable, and what they 
should be responsive to. 

Certain companies and other organisations seem to recruit 
a succession of people with similar attributes and educational 
and/or social backgrounds. When assembling candidates to be 
considered and short-listed, those who desire a more inclusive 
and diverse leadership cadre, should cast the net more widely. 
Greater diversity can be conducive to creativity and innovation. 
It might also better reflect the make-up of stakeholder groups 
and increase the confidence of those who identify with 
particular members of a leadership team.

Leadership Changes
The tenure of some leadership roles can be relatively short. 
Those who trigger or enforce changes at the top should think 
through their implications for the people of an organisation and 
its stakeholders. Changing the allegiances of those who are led, 
their perspectives and approaches, and an organisation’s values 
and culture may take much longer. Leadership changes can be 
disruptive and unsettling. Sometimes they create unrealistic 
expectations. Maintaining confidence among those affected may 
require careful communication.  

In uncertain times, and during and after periods of 
restriction and lockdown, caring and helpful leaders who 
have endeavoured to provide physical security and safe and 
healthy working environments, might turn their attention to 
mental illness and the provision of emotional support. Some 
approaches to leadership are complementary. Others could 
represent alternatives that are in different positions on a 
spectrum. A balance might need to be struck, for example 
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between proactive and reactive leadership.
Climate change and environmental, pandemic and 

sustainability challenges might necessitate a review of 
corporate purpose. The value of purposeful leadership for 
engaging younger generations, building empathy and securing 
commitment, can depend upon the nature of the purpose that is 
articulated. It might also benefit from involving key stakeholders 
in the formulation or selection of a corporate purpose. It can 
be particularly relevant when there is a significant change of 
direction, purpose and priorities.

Innovation and Pragmatism
Innovative leadership might be an approach that is different, 
distinctive or necessary for some organisations (Coulson-Thomas, 
2020c). It may be essential for a particular business, or at a 
certain stage in the development of an enterprise, to overcome 
a constraint or open up new possibilities. It could be an ad hoc 
change to address a challenge or seize an opportunity, or a 
more lasting requirement for coping with an altered situation, 
a significant alteration of circumstances, requirements or 
resources, or to enable a transition or transformation.

Where innovation, enterprise and entrepreneurship are 
required, more attention may need to be given to inspiration 
and imagination, breaking down barriers to creativity, discovery 
and experimentation, and giving people greater freedom 
to explore, invent and test. Instinctive leadership involves 
doing what seems appropriate and following one’s senses 
and instincts, rather than using a rulebook and selecting a 
particular approach. When difficult choices and tough decisions 
are required, the exercise of leadership should be considered, 
dispassionate and objective, and also courageous when required.

Pragmatic leadership could be a means of coping, or doing 
the best one can at a moment in time in reaction to particular 
market or other pressures. It could also be a practical way of 
combining whatever elements of other approaches might seem 
relevant in an evolving situation. At a time of insecurity and 
uncertainty, it may seem more sensible than attempting to 
adopt or develop an approach that might not stand the test of 
time. Prudent leaders might also try alternatives, avoid dead 
ends and endeavour to keep certain options open.

Contemporary and Future Leadership
Over time, some leaders lose their mojo, go off the rails or fancy 
a change. Replacement or successor leadership might be required 
for many reasons. Leadership succession should be regularly 
reviewed, especially in dynamic situations and as incumbents 
approach the ends of their terms of office. Self-awareness, or an 
independent and external review might suggest that a refresh 
and new blood would be welcome and should be prepared 
for. There might also be barriers that block access to leadership 
positions by certain groups that need to be removed.

Given the imperative of more sustainable business practices 
and lifestyles, more responsible corporate leadership and 
responsible innovation are required (Coulson-Thomas, 2020b). 
Regardless of the approach to leadership that people feel most 
comfortable with, or that they are good at, environmental 
degradation, carbon emissions and over-exploitation of natural 
capital must be reduced. Innovation and its initiation, enabling 
and adoption are essential for tackling many issues in the ‘too 
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difficult’ or ‘for later’ category (Coulson-Thomas, 2020c).
However relentless incremental change might be, it is 

unlikely to be enough. In the time available before it will be 
too late, rapid transition, transformation and innovation in 
areas from carbon capture to alternative materials must occur. 
While government regulation, intervention and other activities 
can sometimes inhibit and hinder the diversity, vibrancy and 
experimentation needed for innovation, the capabilities for 
making it happen are largely within the private sector and 
dependent upon the direction and leadership provided by 
boards.

Responsible Leadership
Responsible leaders support the people for whom they are 
responsible. They ensure they understand the rationale for what 
is being sought and that they are equipped and enabled to 
accomplish what is expected of them. They build their potential, 
capability and contribution. Leaders who are professionals 
also have opportunities to serve voluntary and charitable 
organisations. Professional bodies depend upon such selfless 
service to achieve and/or maintain relevance and recognition for 
the benefit of practitioners and their clients.

Is the form of leadership that you and your colleagues 
practise appropriate for what you are collectively seeking to 
accomplish and your situation and context? Does it reflect 
wider environmental, inclusion and sustainability aspirations 
and concerns? Does it need to be reviewed and renewed or 
revitalised? How is it perceived by those you lead and seek to 
benefit? Are they both supportive of your aims and finding the 
journey enriching? How will you be remembered by them? What 
new choices, options and possibilities are you creating? 

Responsible leaders act in the best long-term interests of an 
organisation and its stakeholders. They also take account of the 
interests of future generations, by addressing shared challenges 
such as environmental damage and the loss of bio-diversity, 
safeguarding natural capital, and tackling global warming and 
climate change. They try to avoid missed opportunities and they 
endeavour to ensure organisational objectives are supportive of 
UN Sustainable Development Goals. Finally, they allow others to 
derive benefit, satisfaction and fulfilment from their endeavours, 
and they equitably share and celebrate collective successes.
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The Leader Within
We all have a leader within us who might in certain circumstances want 
to hide away, and in others burst forward and lead with confidence. In 
this article, Dr Trevor Bentley hopes to encourage you to search for your 
leader within or, if you have already found him or her, to look for ways 
to enhance your effectiveness through knowing yourself better.

I believe that we all have the capacity to lead when 
circumstances arise where we feel equipped to take 
the lead, through a combination of knowledge, skills, 

experience and desire that is unique to each one of us. You may 
already have had such an experience, and you might have felt 
surprised that others followed willingly. These are what I call 
‘moments of leadership’.

I would like to share a few thoughts with you regarding my 
own beliefs about leadership. Leadership is not necessarily what 
leaders do. In fact many people in the role of leader rarely display 
any true leadership. Secondly, true leadership is most noticeable 
because the person displaying it seems to be largely unaware 
that they are doing so. 

True leadership is inspiring because the person leading is 
inspired, and others willingly follow their lead out of a sense of 
respect and belief that what the leader is doing is the right thing 
to do. Whether the action of the leader is impulsive, thoughtful, 
the result of careful analysis and discussion, or collaborative, the 
primary aim is for the common good. In essence, true leadership 
is selfless.

When we wish to develop and grow, and to change how we 
see the world and operate within it, it is natural to look beyond 
ourselves to learn from and to emulate others. This can create a 
dichotomy for the individual. As Beisser says, “He is constantly 
moving between what he ‘should be’ and what he thinks he ‘is,’ 
never fully identifying with either”. This idea of being more who 
I really am, rather than who I think I am, or want to be, is the 
‘paradoxical theory of change’.

When I first met the paradoxical theory of change it sounded 
interesting and I liked the message it gave out; that it was possible 
to simply be more of myself and all would be OK. At this point, I 
didn’t understand the depth and complexity of what seemed to 
me to be quite a simple idea. I liked and embraced the idea that I 
was ‘good enough’ as I am.

But here is the primary question – who am I?

Knowing Yourself
The paradoxical theory of change states that we change when 
we become what we are, not when we try to become what we 
are not. I have worked with so many leaders who have struggled 
when striving to be who they are not, and who find the idea that it 
is enough for them to be themselves, both appealing and a relief.

Of course one problem with searching for myself is I might not 
like what I find.
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No matter how open and unafraid I become, there are still 
parts of my experiences that remain hidden from me. Much 
of what is hidden is related to episodes in the past that I have 
found demeaning and humiliating and that have generated 
feelings of regret and shame. These are experiences I don’t want 
to revisit and do so only in situations where I feel well supported 
and understood.

I cannot change what has happened to me in my life and what 
I have learned from my experiences. However, I can embrace 
my history and experiences as part of me, and acknowledge 
that they have played a vital role in forming the person I have 
become, and am becoming.

In reality, we are not a single ‘self’, we are each a multitude 
of selves, each being representative of how the people we meet 
experience us.

I recently chaired a meeting of the board of trustees of the 
charity for which I work. There were 14 people around the table. 
I am sure that each of the 13 others experienced me, and have 
experienced me, differently over the time that I have known 
them. There were in effect, 14 Trevors present in the room, each 
of their versions of me, and my own version of me. 

Not only would my colleagues have experienced me 
differently, they would also have experienced me through 
the filters of their own life experiences, their preferences and 
prejudices. In other words, a highly personal and subjective 
knowing of me. But unless I am aware, or seek to discover how 
others perceive me, I will fail to learn about myself.

Awareness
Through my five senses I receive the messages that vibrate from 
everything and everyone around me. The only way I can avoid 
this process is to close down my senses, to become sense-less. 
When this happens the messages stop flowing and I have little 
awareness of what is going on.

Without a sharpened awareness, my actions can become an 
automatic reaction to what is happening, as if I am on autopilot. 
It is possible to exist this way and many people do. However, it 
is not an effective way to get what I want out of life, or to serve 
others.

A far more effective way to operate in the world is to 
maintain a ‘switched on’ approach, ie all senses in fully sensitised 
mode ready to receive and process all signals. 

We are all equipped with an awesome array of senses for 
maintaining a high level of awareness of what is going on 
around us. Our senses (sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste) 
are essential for our survival and allow us to function adaptively 
in the environment in which we find ourselves at any given 
moment. The way we use our senses to feed our awareness can 
be experienced in three zones.

Outer Zone (Out There)
Which is where we make contact with our outer world through 
the use of all our senses. This includes our awareness of our 
environment and other people.

Middle Zone (in Here)
This zone includes all our thinking processes and what we 
imagine and fantasise about.

Inner Zone (in here)
The inner zone is where we feel and experience our emotions and 
bodily sensations.

By paying attention to all three zones we can heighten our own 
awareness, so that we become a highly tuned instrument assessing 
what is going on, and able to use this knowledge to help us build 
the relationships we want. 

Context
All relationships happen in particular situations or contexts that are 
constantly changing.

Every situation and every moment is unique. I have never 
been in exactly this situation at this moment ever before. I may 
well have experienced similar events in familiar surroundings 
and for a moment I might imagine these as the same context in 
which I have made contact before. Though the situation might 
seem similar, it is not the ‘same’ context. When I find myself in 
a familiar context I usually follow patterns of behaviour and 
interactions that I have observed to be appropriate, expected, 
accepted and/or effective on previous occasions. I might even 
unconsciously slip into autopilot and not notice the subtle 
variations that distinguish this moment from previous ones.

When I find myself in a new and unfamiliar situation, a 
context that I have no previous experience of, I tend to be 
fully switched on with all my antennae out. I have no previous 
pattern to rely on, so I have to ‘wing it’. It is likely that I will 
be highly attentive and experimental with my reactions and 

It is interesting to 
notice how when 
a team leader 
or facilitator 
pays attention to 
themselves and 
their own needs, 
their presence 
seems to diminish. 
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responses, learning as I go, what seems to be working for me 
and what doesn’t. Such occasions can be exciting, even scary.

Now imagine treating every moment and every event as a 
new, never before experienced situation, which in reality it is. 

Of course it is not necessary to go to great lengths to make 
familiar situations seem and feel different. They are different – so 
perhaps all we need to do is be aware of the differences and draw 
other people’s attention to the differences, ie increase our own and 
other people’s context sensitivity, including when we meet others. 

Self and Other (Contact)
I need contact to reinforce and extend my sense of myself. When 
I see myself in the mirror of the other person’s response to me, 
I learn about myself. I need contact to feel seen and accepted 
and to build a sense of belonging. During the current COVID 
pandemic many of us have experienced what the loss of contact 
means.

At first meeting, ie first contact episodes, we are usually 
cautious in offering or demanding anything. We enter into our 
contact carefully responding and questioning. If a balance is 
maintained the contact continues. If there is an imbalance or 
a lack of equivalence, the contact will cease as we drift apart. 
Paradoxically, by sharing the awareness of an imbalance, balance 
is usually restored.

As the relationship develops, each succeeding contact episode 
has the potential to increase contact, and for each person to be 
able to give and take more from the contact. 

Being deprived of contact is used as a form of punishment 

when people are placed in ‘solitary confinement’. Those who 
have had such an experience report that, ‘it is the lack of contact 
that is worse than anything they could imagine’. Their sense 
of self becomes so diminished that they question their very 
existence. As COVID-19 continues to affect all our lives, it is a 
poignant reminder of the importance of contact when we see 
the effects of a lack of it on the residents of care homes, whose 
physical and mental deterioration seems to be exacerbated by 
the lack of contact with loved ones.

Life’s Experience
Our actions in the present moment are dependent on all our 
past experiences and how they have influenced who we are. Our 
lives are packed with experiences and learning; some we have 
sought out and others have just come upon us. This amalgam 
of experience and learning is what Kurt Lewin describes as 
our ‘lifespace’ (Kurt Lewin, 1951) or our field. It encompasses 
everything and includes physical and psychological phenomena, 
or everything we see, touch, hear, taste, smell and feel in the 
emotional sense, and our experiences. 

Everything we think and do, and everything we experience, 
shapes and conditions our lifespace. We cannot experience our 
world other than through our lifespace, which is what we have 
become and are becoming; it conditions how we see the world and 
influences all our actions. 

As time passes, our innate and learned abilities, values, beliefs 
and attitudes in the world grow, develop and change as we meet 
new demands and experiences, and so our lifespace with all its 
history grows and develops.

Feeling Confident and at Home
When we are in our personal comfort zone we have a natural 
confidence. Our lifespace equips us to respond to events with a 
comfortable familiarity.

I describe this as ‘leadership fit’, and is something that happens 
for some and not for others. When appointing or electing people 
into leadership positions, efforts are made to choose those who 
seem to fit the role they will be taking on. Job descriptions often 
list attributes and qualities that are being looked for, but bearing in 
mind how little those appointing or electing really know about the 
persons lifespace, it is a very hit and miss process. 

We do not need a particular set of attributes to be a leader. 
In fact, studies of great leaders of the past have shown just how 
different they are. When researchers look for similarities to try 
to answer the question – ‘What makes a great leader?’ they are 
bound to find some similarities, but what seems to have been 
missed is the extent of the differences.

Yet reading biographies and autobiographies, what is striking is 
the way that leaders emerge at the point where the current field 
conditions match their lifespace. It is as if all their lives have been 
in preparation for this moment, which of course they have, though 
often not intentionally. When we find that space where we fit we 
can be present in the fullest sense of the word.

Presence
Presence is an almost magical quality that we are aware of, but 
which we cannot manufacture. You cannot deliberately decide to 
‘have presence’. You can behave and dress so as to be noticed, but 
being noticed is not the same as having presence. Paradoxically, 
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the more you behave in a way ‘designed to be noticed’ the less 
presence you have. 

Presence is both Physical and Psychological
Physical presence arises when people meet and are aware of each 
other. It may be through physical closeness or through sensory 
connection. I see you and/or I hear you, and immediately feel 
drawn to connecting with you. Some physical or emotional reaction 
is stirred by your presence.

Psychological presence is the mind and heart connection, where 
two people in a relationship feel drawn together by the invisible 
thread of each other’s presence.

At the present time as COVID-19 runs riot and we move from one 
lockdown to the next, we are meeting, certainly as groups, through 
online systems such as Zoom. As I do this, I am noticing that my 
sense of presence of myself, and those I am meeting on screen, 
seems much reduced. 

My presence is increased with individuals and groups when I 
use my awareness to pay attention to the people I am sharing 
the experience with. Noticing and sharing how I am experiencing 
this moment, and inviting others to do the same, heightens my 
presence.

It is interesting to notice how when a team leader or facilitator 
pays attention to themselves and their own needs, their presence 
seems to diminish. It is as if when their attention and energy is 
directed outwards toward others, their presence increases and 
when it is directed inwards towards themselves, their presence 
diminishes.

Confidence
Confidence can be described as ‘a good feeling arising from a deep 
understanding of one’s self, one’s own abilities, experience and 
self-belief’, all within a context that is known and presents no, or 
little, fear and uncertainty.

In situations that are more difficult, unknown and/or 
threatening,people do take a lead and we often describe them as 
brave, courageous, and even foolhardy. In such cases, records show 
that action came before thought, or consideration of whether 
or not the person taking the action felt confident or not, they 
just acted. However, it is thought that there was probably some 
underlying self-belief based on training and previous experience.

If I don’t believe in myself how on earth can I expect others to 
believe in me? 

I don’t see how it is possible for anyone to lead others without 
having a strong sense of self-belief and the ability to portray this in 
their words and actions.

When I find myself in a new 
and unfamiliar situation, a 
context that I have no previous 
experience of, I tend to be 
fully switched on with all my 
antennae out. 

Earlier, I talked about lifespace and how this is an amalgam 
of everything that has happened in our lives. All the ups and 
downs, all the knowledge and learning we have done, and all 
our experiences. It is always with us and we cannot shake it off or 
change it, we can only add to it by what is happening to us in the 
present moment.

If, during our lives, we have been encouraged and supported, 
and if we have had sufficient episodes of success and gained 
competence in a variety of activities, then it is likely that we will 
have a resilient sense of self-belief. It is this that we carry with us 
into new experiences, and that is seen by others as confidence.

I have learned that to say, “I don’t know” and “I am wrong” are 
two of a leader’s most powerful utterances.

We are all fallible, but many supposed leaders act as if they are 
not. Which is really strange when everyone they deal with knows 
that they are fallible. 

I don’t think that anyone sets out to make mistakes but we all 
do, and admitting it when we do, and then owning our mistake, 
and dealing with the consequences, is the sign of a true leader.

When we are able to admit and to learn from our mistakes, we 
reduce the fear we might have of making mistakes, and so we 
become more able to take risks and to step into situations outside 
our comfort zone.

Self-Esteem
Self-esteem can be defined as a strong sense of our worth in the 
world. It flows from our experiences of success and competence 
and being able to wear our vulnerability and fallibility with pride.

There have been many moments in my career when my self-
esteem has taken knocks from negative feedback, and when this 
happens it has not always been easy to pick myself up, dust myself 
down and get on with it.

But then this is how a strong sense of self-esteem grows and 
develops, not by just getting positive feedback but taking the 
knocks.

Inspiration
We each of us have our own unique response to the people who 
inspire us. Sometimes we are inspired by people who do amazing 
acts of extreme danger; those who perform at the highest levels 
in sport; or those who give of themselves untiringly to others who 
are worse off than themselves. For me, perhaps the most inspiring 
people are ordinary people who do extraordinary things because it 
is just simply the best thing to do, and who always think of others 
rather than themselves.

They don’t seek glory and when great things work out well, they 
give the credit to others, and when things go wrong they take 
responsibility. Here are some of the inspiring behaviours I have met 
in my journey. 

Calmness in the Face of a Crisis
When a crisis occurs, the calm response of the leader lessens the 
apparent impact of the crisis by enabling others to calmly handle 
whatever needs to be done. The leader’s calmness is infectious 
and inspires others to remain calm and focused on the situation 
they face.

Action When it is Needed
When action is needed a leader acts to deal with whatever is 
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happening, especially when he or she acts from a place of calm 
reflection rather than a ‘knee jerk’ response. At such moments I 
find it easy to accept and support the leader’s action. And I am also 
inspired to try to act in a similar way in the future.

Patience in the Face of Chaos
‘The wise leader knows that it is far more important to be content 
with what is actually happening than to get upset over what might 
be happening but isn’t’ (Heider, 1987, p91).

The patient leader allows time for whatever is happening to 
unfold so that it becomes clearer what might need to be done in 
response to events. This does not pre-empt the leader from acting 
quickly when necessary, but it does inspire others to stop and think 
before rushing in to deal with what is happening, when events 
may resolve themselves naturally.

Clarity When There is Confusion
The leader does not need to make things clear, but rather help 
others to find the clarity they seek from what is happening. It is this 
guiding of people to clarity that inspires, rather than giving them 
the answers or explanations they think will make things clear.

Stillness When There is too Much Activity
‘Learn to trust what is happening. If there is silence, let it grow; 
something will emerge. If there is a storm, let it rage; it will resolve 
into calm’ (Heider, 1987, p115).

The art of stillness can be practised in moments throughout the 
day, at any moment, and fitted into even the shortest time space.

Openness and Receptivity in the Face of  
Anger and Criticism
The leader who listens carefully to criticism and faces anger with 
quiet attention, focusing on what the anger is about rather than 
reacting to it, tends to diffuse the situation. They are then able 
to learn something about what has given rise to the criticism and 
anger. I find this quiet, calming approach inspiring.

Becoming the Leader You Are
Discovering my capacity for leadership comes primarily from 
knowing myself. I need to understand my lifespace and how I 
have got to where I am.

Recognising leadership moments and my leadership fit is also 
a factor of my current awareness; both my self-awareness and 
my awareness of how I navigate around my world.

Becoming the leader you want to be is mostly about knowing 
yourself, rather than knowing the ins and outs of leadership. If 
you want to find a situation where you have a full leadership fit, 
you will need to know the elements of your lifespace, and those 
situations where you feel confident and competent.

At the end of the day you can only be the leader that you are, 
so take a look and find your leader within.
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Leadership for the New 
Norm: Management 

Services’ Critical Role

Dr David Parker and Morris Jones.

The global COVID-19 pandemic has required organisations 
to embrace a palette of wide-ranging operational 
strategies to endure exceptional disruption to their 

business models. Engaged remotely (EM), working from home 
(WFH), tele-services, online customer interfaces (OCI), vendor 
managed inventory (VMI), extemporised planning, and rapid 
delivery, are just some of the recognisable bolt-on systems now 
being adopted. With these dramatic and hastily implemented 
practices, however, arise significant risks with profound 
implications for operations leadership. Innovative leadership 
and management services must, by necessity, bring enhanced 
skills and competencies to bolster disrupted processes. Concerns 

persist regarding how these changes affect an organisation’s 
communication (both internal and external), problem solving, 
knowledge sharing, socialisation, friendships and support, 
upskilling, performance monitoring, data security, and health 
and safety to name just a few. What, therefore, are the key 
attributes of ‘leadership for the new norm’? What features 
stand out in outstanding organisations compared to those 
‘hanging-in’? What are the greater lessons to be learned?

The Developing Norm
For many organisations, the likelihood is that pre-COVID-19 
operations will never be reinstated in their entirety. Personal 
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technology and digital platforms have underpinned current 
operations far better than envisaged. So, do we need to return to 
pre-COVID-19 processes?

There is now a realisation that many of us do not need to be 
located physically close to colleagues to deliver our roles and 
functions. The pandemic has shown, for many organisations, that 
individuals and teams can perform well while being completely 
dispersed – working from home (WFH), engaged remotely (ER), or 
co-working from community business hubs. 

The freedom to be located anywhere is, arguably, one of 
the positive outcomes that many now enjoy. Moreover, the 
opportunity arises for a person’s skills to be used in any number 
of companies and organisations – in a consulting capacity, 
freelancing or as a specialist contractor. Companies can access 
niche skill-sets as and when needed. Organisations, equally, can 
now benefit from having fewer people in the office, resulting in 
reduced workplace costs and associated staff overheads. Given 
that on average, people in Europe commute some 57 minutes 
each-way daily, over nine hours weekly, on work-travel this 
will bring significant productivity savings and benefits to the 
environment.

The central business districts (CBDs) and office clusters have 
been a part of our working lives; allowing face-to-face meetings, 
and both formal and informal interaction. For many of us, 
not having this has been the greatest challenge. Tools such as 
Zoom, Skype, MS Teams, and Google Hangouts help, but we 
are still only adapting to these types of platforms. Distributed 
synchronous communication is still difficult and unnatural 
for many – not so much for digital natives and nomads, but 
particularly so for digital migrants (normally associated with older 
employees). Undoubtedly, issues around approaches to group 
dynamics, problem solving, knowledge sharing, and inter-intra 
communication, will need ongoing attention.

It is recognised that the potential for people to experience 
social isolation and a disconnect from colleagues as well as the 
organisation, is profound1. WFH and EM can cause a feeling 
of being cut off from the information flow – both formal and 
informal (that often benefit from casual/water-cooler exchanges). 
Even with video-conferencing, the important cues and signals 
gleaned from up-close human-to-human interaction are lost. 
Postural echo (body language) and subtle rapport are difficult 
to engage with and measure. Such aspects are important 
operational issues for management services to address.

Human resource management and personnel processes, 
likewise, have become problematic during the pandemic. What 
do we now understand as satisfactory performance; and how 
might monitoring be achieved? This is particularly difficult on a 
subliminal-level, such as important interpersonal factors, team 
engagement and quality of outputs. What then are the key 
metrics to be measured when operating in WFH or EM? Moreover, 
financial reward, promotion and skill development take on new 
meaning and particular challenges. Undoubtedly, the role and 
actions of management and leadership in this new environment 
are still playing out, and as yet are not totally clear. 

Competing in the New Norm
Organisations’ business models must embrace multi-channels at 
all stages of service/product delivery; this might be expressed at 
a high-level of abstraction, such as their inputs, transformation 

and outputs. In the new norm, operational improvement methods 
such as the Balanced Scorecard2 still provide useful techniques to 
ensure sustainability in meeting customers’ needs; and operations 
are aligned to their strategic intent. However, with the pandemic 
bringing a new focus on operations management (that is likely to 
extend well into the future, and even becoming the new norm), 
other considerations need our attention.

First, removal of operational complexity and adoption of a 
simplification philosophy is critical. This starts with a concise and 
captivating business mission that can be simply articulated for 
everyone to understand. There is no ambiguity. 

A practical framework to help management services deliver on 
this organisation objective is ENERGISE3.

Enlightenment. Once the high-priority barrier to business 
excellence has been identified and selected for elimination, there 
must be clear definition of the issue and a deep understanding of 
its impact on customer satisfaction. Understanding of the Theory 
of Constraints would be particularly useful3.

Now situation. Clarify and report on the current processes; collect 
comprehensive facts and data on the issue; create an informative 
display of the findings; and analyse data for insights into possible 
causes of potential problems.

Examine. To identify and gain an understanding of all possible 
causes of problems and bottlenecks; choose the most likely 
causes based on facts and data;and then go beyond symptoms to 
identify and select cause(s). Root cause analysis is beneficial to this 
phase3.

Reality check. This activity requires development of a range of 
improvements and then selection of preferred options; set a 
clear goal, and design a comprehensive action plan to pilot an 
improved process.

Grounding. Design a limited test of the planned improvement. 
Take measurements at specific points and compile a detailed 
record of activities and results.

Indices. Measure and evaluate the results in terms of the goals 
of the pilot, and also compare with pre-pilot data. Communicate 
the results to all those who provided data on which the pilot was 
based. Note any positive or negative effects, and then make a 
decision whether to move forward, re-run the pilot, or reassess 
root causes.

Evaluate. Appraise the improvement and prepare documentation 
of the new, more reliable process. Communicate details of the 
new process and obtain approval for widespread implementation. 
Design a system for continuously tracking the improvements. 
Seek further improvements. Identify and implement ways to 
improve the process. Identify important next steps to assure the 
problems do not reappear. Furthermore, of great importance, is 
to celebrate the team’s work.

Management Services Critical Role
It is unlikely that business models and ways of working 
pre-pandemic will completely return in future. Technology and 
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digital interfaces have shown new ways to achieve customer 
service. For management services, successful process improvement 
needs adaptive problem-solving skills.

In successful organisations, the essential difference is that they 
recognise the Pareto rule: 20 per cent of effort brings an 80 per 
cent return in productivity; and it is through this lens that most 
attention is directed.

Management services’ role is to ensure a focus on simplicity 
to ensure that what is offered is value-adding for the company. 
Selling more does not necessarily increase profit margins.

The notion of simplicity has yet to find its place as a highly 
relevant pursuit of management services. Businesses often 
focus their growth on top-line sales revenue only to find that 
this growth is accompanied by a continual slide in bottom-line 
profitability.

Management services role is to ensure:
• An understanding of the main business processes and the 

foremost constraints in these processes, especially as they 
impact upon the delivery of value to customers;

• an understanding of the contribution to profitability of the 
different types of services the business offers;

• an appreciation by the management team that they must 
facilitate problem-solving at the source of the problem, by 
the persons who are most affected;

• introduce information systems that provide understanding 
of profitability and the key business processes, and help 
management make decisions on what activities to pursue 
and what to leave alone – as opposed to relying on an 
overarching income statement and balance sheet, that show 
the financial health of the business but do not point to how 
to improve it.

Conclusions
Management services’ role must evolve to meet the changes in 
the workplace post-pandemic. We need to make the assumption 
that the post-COVID-19 workplace with WFH and ER will be 
the new norm. This will challenge current managers/supervisors 
to guide work teams through adjusted processes. As with any 
workplace change, there will be varying degrees of reaction 
ranging from welcoming acceptance to strong resistance.

The skills required to progress a career through a very different 
workplace will stress both employees and managers. New 
post-COVID-19 performance measures may confront traditional 
approaches to promotion and career progression. Furthermore, 
the transition from the traditional office to the WFH concept 
will change the existing human to human interface. The role of 
management services in support of these changes is critical if 
productivity is to be optimised.
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Interpersonal Mastery 
is Vital to Implementing 
Organisational Change
A vital component of any successful change programme has to be the 
direct result of the experience, the skills and competencies of the 
change agent. Fundamentally, a change agent has to have an arsenal 
of interpersonal competencies and demonstrate superior abilities of 
persuasion. In this article, Philip Atkinson highlights the needs of 
professionals such as engineers, IT specialists, accountants, project 
managers, auditors, and risk managers, to complement their technical 
skills with change, influencing, motivation, persuasion, influence, 
negotiation and learning. Philip provides case scenarios and outlines 
the core curriculum of such skills.

Winning the battle for change begins when 
you work with people, taking the time to 
understand how best to present the case. This 

means observing and reading any potential 
audience or stakeholders you have to work 
with or present to. If you want to create 
change in behaviours and get people to think 
and do things differently, you have to observe 
their current behaviours and attitudes. This 
requires you as the change agent to deep dive into 
understanding their motivations, and engaging with 
and influencing them to look at things differently.

Post-COVID 19 Change 
People and operations in both large and small 
organisations will be quite different post-COVID. 
Some organisations may struggle to define or recover their 
purpose. The need for some organisations may disappear; others 
may well have to reinvent themselves and their business plans 
entirely. Indeed, working remotely, together or individually 
and in natural and virtual teams, online and independently, 
will probably stay, requiring fairly massive change strategies 
to meet the change agenda. One of the biggest struggles 
SMTs (senior management teams) will face, is defining their 
specific change agendas, prioritising them, and implementing 
the changes to get from where they are currently to where 
they want to be. Organisations may change beyond recognition 
with downsizing, people processes becoming automated, AI, and 
installing a new customer or user-centric process improvement. 
I believe we can all see the importance of this in the context 
of moving extensive macro corporate change programmes 
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forward and, on the individual level, the micro-level with personal 
development.

‘Command And Control’ to Drive Change is Out
Change has to be consensual if it is going to work. The 
authoritarian ‘telling’ culture is out, especially in the traditional 
large state bureaucracies where the strict ‘command and control’ 
and ‘telling’ culture was outmoded pre-COVID. Now, people see 
there are alternative and better ways and cultures of working, 
delivering better results. We will see a need for a seismic change 
in culture, but will the average organisation provide it?

Can Organisations Adapt to this  
Seismic Change?
We do not think so currently, not without a massive shift in 
investment in transformational change and strategies, with 
a clever and intelligent focus on helping people change. 
This cannot come about using the old command and control 
strategies, but through the adaptation of applied research in 
the behavioural sciences. We are not suggesting developing a 
model on the UK’s Government or Cabinet Office. They deploy 
psychologists and behavioural economists to build policies 
to ‘nudge’ the population to adopt new healthier, and more 
desirable behaviours. What works is much more of a hands-on – 
‘done with’ rather than ‘done to’ approach.

Any change management or learnings strategies must fit 
specific criteria:

• Challenging to stretch beyond current practice
• Uplifting and inspiring.
• Consensual and done with people’s participation and 

contribution.
• Energising, motivating and encouraging others to take 

ownership of the process of change.

We want to see organisations enable change to occur, not 
through the use of authority and being assertive, but relying 
on the interpersonal skills of influence and persuasion, and 
promoting self-discovery and learning. If we have to rely on our 
job roles or seniority, then that is shameful and out-moded. 

The Myth About ‘Soft Skills’
Development in the so-called ‘soft skills’ is probably far more 
difficult to learn than any task-oriented skill. As is often the case, 
only a small percentage of any workforce have received training 
in the change or interpersonal ‘soft skills’ arena. Yet, it’s an area 
where rapid learning is experienced, which does have a significant 
impact on organisational and personal effectiveness.

We still witness the balance between technical and soft skills 
training being all wrong. Staff are trained to develop their 
technical skills (based on their functional responsibilities) in their 
core competence. However, the successful execution of their role 
and their effectiveness is achieved by demonstrating this facility, 
together with the behaviours and skills that support them.

Soft Skills Issues
• What motivates key decision-makers or key people? What 

are key people’s key drivers, and how do they manifest? 
What are the consequences of these behaviours, attitude, 

One of the biggest struggles 
SMTs (senior management 
teams) will face is defining 
their specific change agendas, 
prioritising them, and 
implementing the changes.

and leadership style?
• Is there a default leadership style? How is it learned and 

passed down through the business, and what are the 
consequences of that style on business results?

• Can you clearly identify motivational strategies and political 
agendas of others?

• How much self-awareness is there evident at different levels 
of management, and have managers, team leaders and staff 
committed to personal development plans that go beyond 
learning specific technical or task skills?
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• How well do you observe, understand, and read people’s 
attitudes and behaviours when working with others?

• What is the impact of managers’ behaviours on 
organisational, team and individuals’ morale?

• What is the preferred or default decision-making style of 
key players? 

• What are the core values and behaviours we encourage 
others to adopt when working together and individually? 

The answers to all these questions are infrequently associated 
with most L&D (learning and development) activities. 
Nowadays, when an increasing amount of L&D activity is 
undertaken using short unit-based online packages, it is not 
surprising that many managers never achieve a high degree of 
interpersonal competence.

Here are some case examples to illustrate specific interventions.

Scenario 1: Senior Management Team 
Meetings
We were asked to sit in and review how a Board of Directors 
or SMT functioned in their monthly strategy meeting. The 
purpose was to examine the relative effectiveness of the 
meeting, its decisions, outcomes, and the processes used to 

reach a conclusion and set actions in motion. This was triggered 
by some degree of frustration, tension and inability to work 
toward expected outcomes. Often we found conflicting 
outcomes to be the norm, with ‘turf wars’ and back-biting 
being the order of the day. Our purpose was to facilitate the 
meetings and support each of the attendees to develop new 
behaviours. This intervention was not always welcome but 
was necessary. In most organisations where we deployed this 
strategy, we progressed very quickly, identifying the unhelpful 
behaviours and motivations, and replacing these with agreed 
win-win solutions. What proved immensely powerful was the 
1:1 mentoring that often arose, either with those who were 
having difficulty with the process, or who directly opposed it.

You cannot achieve positive outcomes unless you fully 
observe, understand, catalogue behaviours, and are prepared 
to give feedback in a constructive, non-confrontational, but 
direct facilitative style. Please make no mistake; this is not easy. 
Most management teams do not have the internal expertise to 
ease the tension of senior management dynamics and develop 
upfront, new and positive ethical behaviours moving forward. 

Scenario 2: Soft Due Diligence – New 
Business Entity or Project
When organisations merge or set a new business venture 
underway, you have to ensure that the team taking the unique 
or merged entity forward, has the right management capabilities 
and strategic skills to manage the transition. We worked with 
a large FS (financial services) business in motor finance that set 
up four separate branded auto-finance companies. Our role was 
to ensure that each of the four companies developed business 
plans to reflect their strategy. There was a significant threat to 
the FS division. Their parent (the manufacturing auto company) 
was utterly dissatisfied with the current performance of their 
FS division. Relations had got to such a poor state that the 
manufacturer was ready to pass all their existing business to a 
global FS (financial services) competitor business.

Consequently, the FS business restructured and rebranded 
into four auto finance businesses, delivering high customer 
retention and satisfaction. They made this happen because they 
eventually got the right people in place. The old team could 
not have delivered this result. 

Major Infrastructure or Special Projects 
Similar projects include the merging of the outright takeover 
of an FS business with global ambitions. It was clear the 
management team of the newly acquired company needed to 
commit to working on themselves to make the venture work 
and drive ROI. The CEO took decisions about team composition 
and structure which were made in the best interests of the 
business. The critical question asked was whether the team was 
able to meet the challenges expected of it in the years ahead. 

Post-COVID, you might want to ask that question regarding 
your own business. You can be sure your competitors will be 
doing the same.

Any significant IT, CRM organisational review, restructuring 
or infrastructure project will require the same debate. Do you 
have the people on the team who can take you forward? How 
do you know you do or do not, and what can you do to ensure 
that the project has the best chance of success?
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Scenario 3: Audit, Risk Management, Tech 
Specialists and the Socially Awkward
Technically, a person can be great at doing their job in isolation. 
Still, when required to interact with team members, customers 
and others, their degree of interpersonal competence erodes 
their confidence. We bet you have met engineers, accountants, 
lawyers, professional service advisors, IT specialists, actuaries, risk 
managers and others who would benefit from interpersonal skills 
development? If the socially awkward amongst us do not get the 
development they need, the impact this can have on performance 
is enormous. 

Internal Audit and Risk Management
We have designed a series of events for clients, ranging from 
major telecom giants to high growth FS companies and many 
other professional service providers. This all evolved from 
workshops with professional bodies such as the IIA, CIPFA, CIM, 
CIPD and the IQA. These people (IA & RM) have in common a 
requirement to appraise others’ output. To do so successfully 
requires the mindset and resilience to accept that your technical 
input could be rejected or discredited. So, for instance, a risk 
manager may well have to appraise (critically review to see if the 
product complies with FCA standards) for potential new financial 
services products being sold. They have to recognise that, 
although they may well have the technical skills and compliance 
knowledge, they may not be able to control the interaction with 
those with higher seniority who may not encourage their input 
being questioned. We are not sure how these technical people 
would acquire these skills without substantial behavioural input 
and practice in giving ‘bad news’, or encouraging and negotiating 
modifications in the financial product.

Achieving a Win-Win For All
If you fail to equip staff with the required interpersonal skills, you 
are in danger of getting the employees who will not deliver. You 
will find that very few staff will admit that they need additional 
development. Most keep their head down when there are staff 
decisions made in response to COVID.

For those whose performance demands they develop positive 
behaviours from others, it is wise to commit to developing superior 
development in behavioural mastery. Consider a colleague who 
could benefit from this and how this could hugely impact their 
results for the better. We work a great deal with contact centres 
and some prominent public sector organisations, and many of 
these service organisations have under-equipped staff interacting 
with the customer or user. If you do not take positive action, you 
can end up with a depleted client base and a lousy reputation.

Scenario 4: Culture Change and Customer-
Centric Strategies 
It is difficult to see how any business transformation or culture 
change could succeed if it does not firmly place the user or 
customer at the centre of the drive for change. To do this, you 
have to understand the emotions, behaviours and attitudes of 
the service user and your stakeholders. This does not sit easily 
with the discipline of process improvement. It helps to have 
the passion and energy of behavioural change, together with 
process improvement. Changing the organisation’s culture 

Typical Opportunities: Cognate Areas for Development 
• Using conversational psychometrics and Jungian analysis 

of personality
• Managing the audience and handling personality 

objections
• Identifying motivational drivers in others
• Using the four-quadrant personality tool
• Behaviour analysis
• Analysing conscious and unconscious behaviour
• Reading bad behaviour in meetings
• Building the resilient self
• Developing self-confidence and self-esteem
• Being your authentic self – consensual change skills
• Research in body language and physiology – top to toe, 

gestures, culture
• Developing a model of influence
• How to read others in seven minutes
• Creating a win-win attitude at all times
• Understanding your personal process of communication 

and influence
• Physiological messages you send to others
• Building rapport with your stakeholders, and those who 

don’t like change
• Identifying resistance to change and turning it into 

acceptance
• Use of authority – the Milgram experiments and research 

into the use of authority (www.simplypsychology.org/
milgram.html)

• Utilising assertive techniques to make your point
• Tonal markers and commands
• Active listening and language patterns
• Presuppositions
• Meta Model and Milton model – language crafting
• Focusing on the gentle use of Power and Influence
• Becoming a confident negotiator and using higher 

authority and consensus
• Delivering bad news
• De-escalation of conflict
• Interviewing and interrogation 
• Using solution-based questioning
• Learning how to use successful influencing strategies 
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selection interview. We employ the whole person – not just the 
‘work mask’ put on for the day of the interview. Make the most 
of the rigorous psychometrics available.

Scenario 6: Large and Small Presentations
Most managers and staff will spend some part of their life 
presenting to others, whether it is the odd presentation at a 
conference or review session and project planning meetings. 
Nevertheless, this can be a problem for many people. Fear of 
public speaking is the number one fear or phobia that people 
identify as what holds them back, with fear of death coming 
about fourth on the list. So, we appear to fear presentations more 
than death. 

Presentation skills are crucial for sales and marketing people, 
and those providing services, but are equally important for 
anyone who manages people and teams connect with users 
and customers or are part of the internal supply chain. This is a 
life skill and is as important as learning to manage money and 
relationships.

Mastery in Interpersonal Skills
Mastery in any skill is founded on the simple use of repetition 
and rehearsal, and it is no different from talking formally (or 
otherwise) to people. You would never improve your golf swing 
by watching a PowerPoint presentation, so how are you going to 
give people confidence in your business skills if you never get up 
there and do it?

Confidence is an Emotional State,  
Not a Journey
Confidence and self-esteem are not journeys you embark upon 
and then arrive at some time far in the future. They are emotional 
states that can be accessed anytime by anyone – you have to 
know how to access these emotional states easily. Confidence and 
self-esteem are all related to our identity issues and the presence 
of self-limiting beliefs. We are born with two fears – the fear 
of falling and the fear of loud noises – yet we go through life 
picking up other fears and phobias all the time.

Most of our beliefs have been created by others and what they 
say to us at an early age, by the time we are six, seven or eight. In 
terms of our brain evolution, we do not have the cognitive ability 
to judge whether these beliefs are right, just, and accurate about 
us at this age. Only at a later age would we have this ability. We 
have not developed the critical faculty at six, seven or eight. We 
establish our essential cognitive functions at nine, ten and eleven. 
So, how can we judge whether a negative belief about ‘self’ is 
accurate if we do not possess the critical processing power to 
evaluate whether it is fair or not?

What is New in Interpersonal Influence?
To tailor specific programmes for clients, it is critical to focus 
on new tested research. Many of these have come about since 
9/11 and evolved from studies of terrorist acts, organised 
crime incidents, and deviant and criminal behaviour analysis. 
For instance, we used advanced interrogation methods as 
a significant part of a programme, with internal auditors 
responsible for assessing stakeholders’ compliance for 
enormous budgets for major strategic projects. We used 
research from intelligence agencies on lying in assessment and 

requires a thorough review of the organisation’s identity from 
all perspectives; the public views and analysis of the corporate 
beliefs and values communicated to key groups; and the 
behaviours that will enable staff to achieve customer-focused 
goals. None of this comes about through adherence to systems 
and processes alone – you require the behavioural input of 
managing motivations, emotions, passions, and willingness of 
people to make the systems work. 

Scenario 5: Recruitment and Advancement
This is pretty obvious, but many organisations still focus too 
much on technical skills rather than managing others to 
achieve results on crucial projects. We often see the technically 
competent person being wrongly promoted up the chain. I have 
seen this so many times in a variety of industries. The socially 
awkward instrument mechanic promoted to being maintenance 
manager – supervising thirty electricians, mechanical engineers 
and plumbers; the finance manager who is promoted to sales 
manager of a regional FS branch; and shy academics promoted 
to a professorial role. People do not usually grow into a role 
without some investment in the behavioural skills they currently 
do not understand or display.

Psychometrics and Assessment Centres
We still find that only rudimentary use is made of psychometric 
assessment. Or if any testing or assessment is made, it takes place 
after the interview, so any questions or issues you may want to 
ask about how people operate with others are never raised at the 
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recruitment exercises and very recent strides in body language 
from the CIA and FBI. In sales and marketing, we examine the 
role of language patterns and standard licensed personality 
assessment tests.

Content & Process of Soft Skills – Requires 
Repetition and Continual Rehearsal
Interaction, practise, and rehearsal are fundamental to any 
process for interpersonal improvement. Combine this with 
specially designed role-plays and exercises which are focused 
entirely on real interactions in the business. There must be an 
absence of synthetic role plays or hypothetical scenarios. Every 
activity must reflect the challenges and issues learners face every 
day, which will challenge their role in the post-COVID future. A 
behavioural consultant must lead those designing the materials 
and process with the credibility to deliver. Central to this is the 
input of operational managers from the business to ensure that 
the learning process and materials are tailored and authentic. 

Without Leadership, There is No Change
The big issue confronting many organisations is the lack of 
commitment towards this variety of learning. Only by investing in 
the best can you manage the array of six scenarios outlined at the 
start of the article. The best fundamental research in persuasive 
techniques, negotiation, influence and learning strategies, body 
language and psychometrics, are central to this process. It is a 
four-stage cycle of learning, rehearsing, practising, and reflecting. 

Research indicates that those who drive change and 
are successful in implementing it tend to portray a more 
‘transformational’ style, than less visible ‘transactional’ types who 
prefer to focus on short-term managerial and administrative 
work. Those who are transformational in nature have high 
interpersonal skills, are quick thinking, unorthodox, inspiring, 
independent, and will challenge the status quo and look for new 
ways of working. 

Personal traits are instrumental in shaping the success of 
change projects. A mechanical style that focuses on analysing and 
measuring everything is indecisive, risk-averse, and fails to lead 
the team.

Self-Reflection: Take a Look in The Mirror
Central to real learning is gaining feedback from others, and 
being curious as to what drives oneself. One should focus on 
‘mirror gazing’, that is, asking oneself, “what is it like to receive 
my behaviour on a good day and also on a bad day?” Reflect 
on this. Just by focusing on how we interact with others, we can 
grasp the conscious and unconscious triggers and behaviours we 
send out. We can then identify whether we are moving further 
towards developing a real team around us, or just winning 
acceptance and conformity because of our authority and seniority.

Authority
If you are in a position of authority, people will pay you a lot of 
attention. They constantly look for your verbal and non-verbal 
cues and triggers – so it might be a good idea to understand what 
sort of behaviours you send out to the world. We all have good 
days and bad days, but it is better to deliberately invest in new 
behaviours, which means ‘enabling your team to act’. Through 
extensive L&D, you can harvest significant and long-lasting results.

Summary: Nothing Changes Until  
Behaviour Changes
Organisations can devote resources to methodologies to bring 
about change. Still, the fundamental changes start to occur 
when organisations develop their internal capability to drive 
improvement, beginning with those who lead others. This comes 
about by seriously tackling the soft skill-shortage typical of many 
businesses, and challenging how things are done.

Post-COVID organisations and businesses will face many 
challenges. Although we require people who are at the top of their 
specific function and game technically, they also need to consolidate 
this with interpersonal mastery. They can then build an arsenal of 
strategies, tools and techniques that lead to significant behavioural 
change and organisational improvement for new business models.

The focus needs to be on designing the process around the 
current and future business challenges, and be tailored specifically 
to the organisation. Progress should be mapped, and change- 
led, purposely installed behaviours become hard-wired for use in 
leading and mastering the process of organisational change. 
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With the advent of life 
membership we are attracting 
new members. There are still 
people who are engaged in 
management services who are 
not members and we would like 
them to join the Institute.

We can use our ‘direct entry’ 
route to fast track this and 
information is available from 
IMS HQ.

We very much hope that our 
existing members will make 
potential members aware of 
this option.

Why Don’t YOU  
Join the IMS

What Next?
Contact the IMS for an application form
W:   www.ims-productivity.com
E:   admin@ims-productivity.com
T:   01543 308605

*   Lichfield Business Village, Staffordshire University Centre, 
Friary Way, Lichfield, Staffs WS13 6QG

 
• Actively promoting the IMS in your place of 

work 

• Encourage colleagues at work as well as  
professional and social contacts to join  
the Institute

• Refer potential new members to the Journal  
as an example of what the IMS is about

• Remind potential members of the benefits 
of IMS membership, eg education system, 
regional structure, recognised professional 
qualification

• Up to the minute information via the IMS 
Journal and website professional support

• Undertaking contract/consultancy work


